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I conducted 3-experiments to examine incidental language learning of two languages by 
bilingual Swedish- and English-speaking children, monolingual English- speaking 
children, and monolingual English-speaking adults. More specifically, I tested for the 
presence of Naming in English and in Swedish for all participants. In Experiment 1, I 
tested for the presence of Naming in Swedish and in English for 5 simultaneously 
bilingual Swedish- and English-speaking preschoolers. Results showed that the Swedish- 
and English-speaking children performed similarly in both languages. Naming repertoires 
were balanced across the languages. In Experiment 2, I replicated the first experiment 
with 5 monolingual English-speaking preschoolers. Results showed that all participants 
had the listener component of Naming in repertoire for both languages, but results 
differed for the speaker component of Naming. One participant emitted 0 speaker 
responses in either language, 3 participants emitted more correct speaker responses in 
English than in Swedish, and 1 participant emitted more correct speaker responses in 
Swedish than in English. In Experiment 3, I tested for the presence of Naming in Swedish 
and in English for 30 monolingual English-speaking adults. Results showed that adults 
listening capability was balanced in English in Swedish, but there was a significant 
difference in the number of correct speaker responses in English than in Swedish. 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
What is Bilingualism? 
 There are multiple definitions of bilingualism. The simple dictionary definition of 
a bilingual is “one who can speak two languages” (“Bilingual,” 1987). This definition, 
however, could be interpreted in many ways. Is someone bilingual if he or she just knows 
some words in another language? Must a person be equally proficient in both languages 
to be considered bilingual? Bloomfield (1933) equated bilingualism with being able to 
have “native-like” control in both languages. On the minimalist side, someone is defined 
as being bilingual if they are able to even speak, read, or write in the language to a 
minimal degree (Macnamara, 1967).  Others have found a definition somewhere in the 
middle defining bilingualism as having the ability to “produce complete and meaningful 
utterances in the other language” (Haugen, 1956, p. 6).  
 Grosjean (2010) found that there was a widespread notion that being bilingual 
meant that one was fluent in two languages. Researchers and bilinguals themselves 
examine other factors when determining their definition for bilingualism. Some of the 
other factors that help characterize bilinguals include which languages they use and what 
they use them for, language history, proficiency in the different modes of the languages 
and whether the person is also bicultural (Grosjean, 2010, p. 18). Some linguists suggest 
that fluency is the defining characteristic for bilingualism (Bloomfield, 1933; Grosjean, 
2010).  
 Thiery (1978) argued that, “a true bilingual is someone who is taken to be one of 
themselves by the members of two different linguistic communities, at roughly the same 
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social and cultural level” (p. 146). He found that true bilinguals had learned their 
languages before age 14, had spoken both languages at home, been educated in both 
languages, did not have an accent in either language, and did not “let” one language 
interfere when speaking the other language (Thiery, 1978). Bilinguals who meet each of 
these criteria are extremely rare (Grosjean, 2010). If this definition became widespread 
and accepted by the linguistic community, there would be an extremely small percentage 
of people who would be considered true bilinguals. The vast majority of bilinguals have 
not been educated in both languages, learned their second language after age 14, spoke 
only one language at home, have an accent in one language, and “let” the languages 
interfere with one another (Grosjean, 2010).  
 A common myth or view of monolinguals is that being bilingual means that one is 
able to speak two languages perfectly (Hamers & Blanc, 2000). This is difficult to 
measure as most bilinguals use their two languages for different purposes (Grosjean, 
2010). Many children use one language to communicate with their families and/or 
minority community. They use the other language in school. For example: Anastasiya 
was raised in the United States by Russian parents and she spoke Russian to 
communicate with her parents, grandparents, and others in the Russian community. She 
attended school in English and although her first language was Russian, she had 
difficulties discussing school topics with her parents in Russian as she used English in 
school. This is common for the many bilinguals.  
 Another common myth is that bilinguals have no accent in their different 
languages. The truth is that the large majority of bilinguals have an accent in at least one 
of the languages (Grosjean, 2010, Hamers & Blanc, 2000). This does not mean that the 
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person is less proficient in the language. There is not a correlation between one’s 
knowledge of a language and the presence of an accent (Grosjean, 2010). The most 
common reason for an accent is that the stronger language has an influence on the weaker 
language (stronger usually meaning first language and weaker meaning second 
language). However, the second language can also affect one’s pronunciation in the first 
language. This often happens when one has limited contact with the first language 
(Grosjean, 2010). Although the majority of bilinguals have an accent, there are those who 
do not.  
 Children who are raised bilingually often do not have an accent in either 
language. Researchers do not fully agree on when a child must acquire a language to 
ensure that it is accentless (Grosjean, 2010). Lenneberg (1967) hypothesized that there 
was a critical period for language acquisition, which ends at the same time as 
neuropsychological maturity, around puberty. He proposed that this was the critical time 
for language acquisition. Some researchers found that the critical or sensitive age was 
even earlier. Flege (1988) examined perceived foreign accents in English sentences 
spoken by native and non-native speakers. Native English speakers rated the spoken 
sentences for accents. Results showed that Chinese adults who began learning English on 
average at the age of 7.6 years were still perceived as having an accent. These results 
suggested that the sensitive period for second language acquisition is reached long before 
the age of 12 (Flege, 1988).  
 Not all researchers agree that a critical or sensitive age period exists (Hamers & 
Blanc, 2000). A summarization of over 40 studies on the proposed period concludes that 
there is no clear period (Ekstrand, 1981). Instead, when children begin to acquire a 
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second language at an earlier age, it provides them with more time to learn the language. 
They also have less “linguistic baggage” to attend to which makes learning a new 
language less complicated (Leather & James, 1991). Older children also have more social 
and individual constraints that affect them learning to speak a new language (Leather & 
James, 1991).  
 It is important to examine language development of bilingual children. Although 
the United States has often been seen as a monolingual society, it is estimated that 20 
percent of Americans are bilingual (Grosjean, 2010). Much of the bilingual population 
learned the two languages in childhood. McLaughlin (1978) made a distinction between 
learning two languages simultaneously and learning two languages successively. 
Successive bilinguals are introduced to a second language after their third birthdays. 
Simultaneous bilinguals are introduced to two languages before their third birthdays 
(McLaughlin, 1987; 1984). The third birthday criterion is an arbitrary cut-off, as it is not 
based on empirical evidence (McLaughlin, 1978).  McLaughlin does not believe that 
language is fully acquired at 3 years, but by the age of 3 the child has a considerable head 
start on a second language (p. 73).  
 Padilla and Lindholm (1984) did not accept McLaughlin’s arbitrary cut-off. They 
defined the simultaneous acquisition of two languages as being exposed to two languages 
from birth onwards (Padilla & Lindholm, 1984). Although the arbitrary third birthday 
does not have supporting evidence, there is also no evidence of a difference in dual 
language development of children who are exposed to two languages from birth and 
those who are exposed to a second language for the first time after birth to three years of 
age (De Houwer, 1990).  
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 The term “Bilingual First Language Acquisition” or BFLA was introduced by 
Swain (1972; 1976) to define bilingualism for those children who are exposed to two 
languages from birth. De Houwer (1990) expanded this definition by including situations 
in which “(a) a child is first exposed to language B no later than a week after he or she 
was first exposed to language A, and (b) a child’s exposure to languages A and B is fairly 
regular; i.e., the child is addressed in both languages almost every day.” Since these 
children are learning both languages from birth, the two languages are not referred to as 
their first and second languages. Both languages are the child’s first language and are 
referred to as Language A and Language Alpha (De Houwer, 2009). This differentiation 
is made to show that the development of both languages (A and Alpha) is simultaneous 
as apposed to sequential (A and B). 
 There are different patterns of language use for BFLA children over the age of 1 
year and 6 months (De Houwer, 2009). The most frequent pattern for typically 
developing BFLA children is that the child is able to understand and speak Language A 
and is able to understand and speak Language Alpha (De Houwer, 2009). The other 
pattern is that the child is able to understand and speak Language A and understand 
Language Alpha, but not speak it (De Houwer, 2009). Many assume that BFLA children 
“know” both languages equally well, but this is not always the case. This is similar to 
many bilinguals who might be stronger in one language than the other, or have different 
vocabulary in one language over the other (Grosjean, 2010; Hamers & Blanc, 2000).  
 It is important to make a distinction between comprehension and production (De 
Houwer, 2009). When speaking about one’s knowledge of a language, one might say, “I 
cannot speak Swedish, but I can understand.”  In this case, “understanding a language,” 
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means that one can respond as a listener to the language. For example, if a child’s mother 
says, “öppna dörren,” and then the child opens the door, one would say that the child 
understands Swedish because he responded as a listener and opened the door. According 
to verbal behavior theory, comprehension would be defined as emitting listening behavior 
and production would be defined as emitting speaker behavior.  With the listener function 
of the language, the child has “the ability to be governed by the speaker behavior of 
others,” (Greer & Ross, 2008, p. 68). With the speaker function of language, the child is 
able to affect the behaviors of others through language.  
Classification of bilingualism 
 Bilingual groups can be classified by the age of the individual at the onset of 
exposure to two languages and according to skill level.  There are four different types of 
bilinguals according to skill level: balanced bilingual, dominant bilingual, passive or 
recessive bilingual, and semilingual (Chin & Wigglesworth, 2007).  A balanced bilingual 
is equally proficient in both languages. However, this does not necessarily mean that the 
individual is able to speak both languages as a native speaker would. A dominant 
bilingual is more proficient in one language over the other. A passive or recessive 
bilingual is a native speaker of one language and is able to understand a second language, 
but is not able to speak the second language. A semilingual is not proficient in either 
language (MacSwan, 2000). 
Why are people bilingual? 
 There are currently over 7,000 living languages in the world (Ethnologue, 2014). 
With this many languages in the world, cross-contact between people of different 
languages is bound to occur. Many countries have more than one official language. For 
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example, Switzerland has four official languages: French, German, Rumantsch, and 
Italian. Other countries have many recognized languages, but only one national language, 
as in many African nations (Grosjean, 2010). In this case, one language is used for all 
official business and schooling. Inhabitants of these countries need to learn the official 
language in order to participate fully in the society of their country.  
 Another common reason for becoming bilingual is because of movement of 
people. This movement today is usually related to immigrants who move to a new 
country and need to acquire the language of the country they moved to. However, not too 
long ago, indigenous populations were forced to learn the language of the settlers 
(Grosjean, 2010). There are many reasons why people move within the borders of their 
own country and across country boarders. Some of these reasons include, but are not 
limited to, work, education, political freedom, religious freedom, and other personal 
reasons.  
 There are other factors that lead to bilingualism. Some jobs require the knowledge 
and use of several languages (Grosjean, 2010), children are born into bilingual families 
(Hamers & Blanc, 2000), children are born to parents who are deaf and thus need to learn 
American Sign Language (Grosjean, 2008), and at times, a person simply becomes 
interested in learning a new language.  
English and Swedish Bilingualism 
 Swedish is the official language of Sweden and one of the official languages of 
Finland. There are approximately 9.6 million Swedish inhabitants (www.sweden.se) and 
290,977 Finnish inhabitants who are registered as having Swedish as their primary 
language (Statistics Finland, 2012). The Norwegian and Danish languages are similar to 
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Swedish. Danes, Norwegians, and Swedes can understand each of the written languages, 
and can for the most part communicate vocally with one another. Although Swedish is 
the largest language in Scandinavia, it was only ranked as the 91st top language in the 
world based on the number of native speakers with only .13% of the world speaking 
Swedish (Nationalencyklopedin, 2007).  
 Second language acquisition is important to Swedes in order to gain access the 
rest of the world. English is the first foreign language that is taught to Swedish youth and 
it is part of the core course curriculum beginning in primary school (Kursplan: 
Skolverket, 2013).  In addition, American and British television shows and movies are 
not dubbed, but instead Swedish subtitles are added to them. From a very early age, 
Swedish children hear English and become familiar with the phonology of the language 
through hearing English on a daily basis. By the time they graduate from high school, the 
majority, if not all, Swedes are fluent speakers of English. Adult Swedes are ranked 
number one in English proficiency for non-native English speakers (EF English 
Proficiency Index, 2013).  
 Although most Swedes are bilingual, they are not considered first language 
bilinguals as they do not officially begin to learn to converse in the language until they 
are in primary school. However, there is a large number of Swedes who are first language 
bilinguals because of the sharp increase in migration of Swedes to other countries. It is 
estimated that 546,000 Swedish citizens live permanently abroad. Over one fifth of those 
citizens live in the United States (“Most Popular among Swedes Living Abroad?” 2014) 
This has provided opportunities for many children to be born to Swedish-speaking 
mothers and/or fathers in countries in which Swedish is not the official language. In these 
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cases, the children become first language bilinguals as long as their parent chooses to 
speak Swedish to them. 
 Differences in Swedish and English pronunciation. Sikeborg (1997) outlined 
an introduction to the Swedish language for English speakers. Both English and Swedish 
are Germanic languages. Many consonants have similar pronunciation patterns, however, 
there are many differences in the pronunciation of vowel qualities in each language. 
Swedish has nine vowels with short and long pairs making 17 phonemes in most dialects 
(Andersson, 2002, p. 272). It is difficult to determine how many vowel sounds are in 
English as dialects vary so greatly. Deterding (2004) found on average that American 
English has 16 vowels and British English has 20. Swedish is a tonal language while 
English is not. This is what gives Swedish the ‘singsong’ rhythm (Sikeborg, 1997). 
 Although Swedish and English are both Germanic languages, there are clear 
differences in phonemes. Adults can clearly hear the difference between the two 
languages. It has been shown that even neonates, are able to differentiate between the 
English /i/ and the Swedish /y/ (Moon, Lagercratz, & Kuhl, 2013). Eighty neonates 
(mean: 33 h since birth) in Sweden and in the United States responded differently to their 
familiar language (American English for babies born in the United States and Swedish 
for babies born in Sweden) and the non-familiar language (Swedish for babies born in the 
United States and American English for babies born in Sweden). This was measured by 
the number of times they sucked their pacifiers. Babies sucked their pacifiers more when 
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Language Development 
 There are many different theories on the development of language. The 
behaviorist B.F Skinner viewed language as operant behavior, which he explained in 
great detail in Verbal Behavior (1957). He defined verbal behavior as “behavior 
reinforced through the mediation of others” (p. 2). His view was that language was 
learned and reinforced by the verbal community (Skinner, 1957). Chomsky (1959) 
refuted Skinner’s account on verbal behavior and believed that language was innate. 
Chomsky proposed a hypothetical model of the mind, which he called the Language 
Acquisition Device (Chomsky, 1965). He believed that every infant was born with a 
Language Acquisition Device (LAD), which made it possible for them to acquire 
language (p. 25). He argued that language is too complicated to simply be taught through 
reinforcement (Chomsky, 1959). He proposed that it would be impossible to learn 
language without an innate ability to do so. Vargas (1992) does not refute that human 
beings may be predisposed to behave verbally, however, “a predisposition to behave does 
not insure that the behavior will occur, and its occurrence, if it occurs, does not explain 
how forms of that behavior are shaped by an extant community” (Vargas, 1992, p. xiv)  
Verbal Behavior 
 Skinner’s (1957) theory of how language works is in conjunction with the 
development of behavior. He defined verbal behavior as “behavior reinforced by the 
mediation of other persons” (p.2). In order for a speaker to impact his or her environment, 
a listener must be available. For example, a child (speaker) says to his mother (listener), 
“I want a book please,” the mother then walks to the bookshelf and gets the child a book. 
If the mother were not present, the child would not have gotten the book by merely 
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saying, “I want a book please.” Instead, the child would need to walk over to the 
bookshelf and get a book himself. Both the speaker and the listener are reliant on each 
other to achieve a goal as the speaker needs the listener so that the listener can mediate 
the environment, while the listener needs the speaker to tell him or her how to affect the 
environment. For example, if the speaker provided verbal directions on how to get to a 
location, the listener would not be able to get to the location without the verbal behavior 
of the speaker. Skinner calls the exchange between the speaker and listener a “total verbal 
episode” (p. 2).    
 The main focus in Skinner’s verbal behavior is the function of language (Skinner, 
1957; Greer & Keohane, 2005). Verbal behavior is not limited to vocal behavior and in 
fact includes other behaviors that impact the behavior of the listener such as sign 
language, written language, smoke signals, and other movements that are capable of 
affecting another person (Skinner, 1957, p. 14). All topographies are seen as operant 
behaviors, which are taught through operant conditioning. Operant conditioning entails a 
behavior becoming stronger based on the occurrence of reinforcement after the desired 
behavior is emitted (p. 29). Children acquire verbal behavior when “relatively 
unpatterned vocalizations, selectively reinforced, gradually assume forms which produce 
appropriate consequences in a given verbal community” (p. 31). When a baby coos for 
the first time or says “da, da da,” the child elicits a positive response from his or her 
caretaker although that was likely not the original purpose of the verbalization for the 
baby, the babbling becomes shaped into a word that has meaning through the 
reinforcement of others. There is no way to elicit those first verbalizations, so parents 
simply wait until they occur and then reinforce the behavior. The reinforcement of the 
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behavior then increases the likelihood that the behavior will occur more in the future, 
thus the beginning of a child becoming a verbal member of the community (Skinner, 
1957).  
 Skinner further outlines six types of functional relations in verbal behavior: the 
mand, tact, echoic, textual, and intraverbal (Skinner, 1957, p. 185). Understanding these 
functional relationships help us to understand how children develop language. Echoic, 
textual and intraverbal responses are determined by a prior verbal stimulus while the 
controlling variable for the mand and the tact are mainly non-verbal (p. 185). An example 
of an echoic is a child repeating the word “water” directly after hearing someone else say 
“water.” An example of an intraverbal is someone responding “you’re welcome” after 
hearing someone say, “thank you.” The mand and tact are often examined in relation to 
language development in children.   
 The mand is derived from the words “command” and “demand” and is defined as 
a verbal operant in which “the response is reinforced by a characteristic consequence and 
is therefore under the functional control of relevant conditions of deprivation or aversive 
stimulation” (p. 36). A mand outlines what person wants (i.e. “I want water,” “Come 
here,” “Daddy!”). Obtaining what was requested by the mand serves as the 
reinforcement. The tact is defined as “ a verbal operant in which a response of a given 
form is evoked (or at least strengthened) by a particular object or event or property of an 
object or event” (p. 82). The tact is often referred to as labeling or naming, however, 
these terms do not completely describe the tact. The mand specifies the reinforcer while 
the tact is reinforced by generalized reinforcement (Skinner, 1957). The reason a child 
emits a mand is in order to get his or her needs or wants met, however, the tact is emitted 
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for social reasons (Skinner, 1957). For example, a child is with her mother and sees a dog 
and says, “dog.” The mother then says, “yes, honey! That is a dog!” The reinforcer is the 
social attention that she receives from her mother.  
 Although Skinner’s (1957) main focus was on the role of the speaker, he does not 
ignore the role of the listener. Further research has expanded on the importance of the 
role of the listener and the importance of the joining of the speaker and the listener 
behaviors in individuals (Greer & Longano, 2010; Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & 
Speckman, 2009; Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & Roche, 2001; Horne & Lowe, 1996; Lodhi 
& Greer, 1989). It is important to understand the role of the listener to get a complete 
understanding of Verbal Behavior and how language is developed (Skinner, 1957). 
 Skinner’s Verbal Behavior has been a basis of many theories of emergent 
behaviors and a source for analyzing children’s functional language abilities and 
disabilities. Stimulus Equivelance (Sidman, 1994), Relational Frame Theory (Hayes, 
Barnes-Holmes, & Roche, 2001), Naming (Horne and Lowe, 1996) and the Verbal 
Behavior Developmental Theory (Greer & Keohane, 2005; Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & 
Speckman, 2009) are all theories that emerged from research based on Skinner’s verbal 
behavior. Skinner outlines how language develops in relation to a speaker’s environment. 
This is very important for the development of language in general as it suggests that 
language is not something that one is simply born with, but instead is something that 
evolves based ones experiences (Greer & Keohane, 2005).  
Theories Based on Verbal Behavior 
 Stimulus equivalence. Stimulus equivalence is defined as synthesis of 
reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity in which a person’s performance under 
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conditional-discrimination procedures define conditional relations between stimuli 
(Sidman & Tailby, 1982).  Much like relational responding, a person learns untaught 
responses without explicit instruction. For example, one is given the following stimuli: 
A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, and C2, then is explicitly taught that A1 is equivalent to B1, A1 is 
equivalent to C1, A2 is equivalent to B2, and A2 is equivalent to C2. From learning these 
relations, one would understand that B1, C1, and B2, C2 were also equivalent without 
having to be explicitly taught these relations. Furthermore, equivalence relations must be 
reflexive (A is related to A), symmetric (if A is related to B, then B is related to A) and 
transitive (if A is related to B and B is related to C, then A is related to C) (Sidman, 
1994). Once relations are established, the above stimuli are part of an equivalence class, 
which means that they are interchangeable as samples and comparisons (Hall & Chase, 
1991).  
It is important to understand of stimulus equivalence in relation to verbal 
behavior. A good example is learning vocabulary in a different language, or synonyms 
for the same language. Let A=dog, B=hund, and C= chien. A(dog) means the same thing 
as B(hund) and A(dog) means the same thing as C(chien). In order for all of these stimuli 
to be a part of the same equivalence class, they must be reflexive (dog=dog, hund=hund, 
chien=chien), symmetric (dog=hund, hund=dog, etc.) and transitive (dog=hund, 
dog=chien, so hund=chien). When stimuli are in the same equivalence class, it is not then 
necessary to teach all relations and instead you only need to teach two: A=B and A=C, to 
then come to the conclusion that B=C (Hall & Chase, 1991).  
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Understanding stimulus equivalence is important in understanding the 
development of language. It accounts for many untaught responses that are emitted. What 
it does not account for is the connection of the listener and speaker.  
 Relational frame theory. Relational Frame Theory (RFT) addresses human 
language and cognition equally and similarly (Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & Roche, 2001). 
According to RFT, relational responding is the core process in teaching children to name 
toys as well as more complex repertoires, such as understanding an intricate trilogy 
(Barnes-Homes, Barnes-Holmes, & McHugh, 2004). Relational responding is defined as 
the process of responding to one event in terms of another (Barnes-Holmes, et al.). RFT 
argues that relational responding is a verbal process because it is under the control of 
traits that are not only visible. For example: a child is told that the dime is worth more 
than the nickel. The child then derives from this information that the nickel is worth less 
than the dime. However, when the child examines the coins, he sees that the nickel is in 
fact larger than the dime, but he still understands that the dime is worth more than the 
nickel. If the child was only responding based on physical features, he would assume that 
the nickel was more than the dime, but instead, he is using verbal information that he was 
given.  
When children learn language, they explicitly learn many object-name, name-
object relations (Barnes-Holmes, et al., 2004) For example, the mother will show the 
child a dog and say “dog,” and the child’s observing response will be reinforced when he 
looks at the dog. With name-object training, the mom will ask the child, “where’s the 
dog?” and the child will then look at a dog and is then reinforced for this behavior. 
According to RFT, this history of learning both object-name and name-object relations 
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will make it likely that the child will begin to derive these relations to other objects 
without being explicitly taught (Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & Roche, 2001). For example, a 
mother would show a child a cat and say “cat,” and then later, the mother might ask the 
child, “where’s the cat?” and the child would then look at the cat without being explicitly 
taught this topography.  
Relational Frame Theory also describes patterns of arbitrarily applicable 
relational responding. Some of these patterns include coordination (sameness), 
opposition, distinction, hierarchy, and perspective taking (Hayes et al., 2001). It has been 
shown that there is a correlation of academic achievement for children who have verbal 
relational skills (Barnes-Holmes, et al., 2001). For children who do not have this sort of 
responding in repertoire, multiple exemplar instruction is used to induce relational 
responding (Barnes-Holmes, et al., 2001).  
 Verbal Behavior Developmental Theory. The Verbal Behavior Developmental 
Theory is an inductive theory that outlines verbal development in children in relation to 
verbal cusps and capabilities. The verbal cusps and capabilities are outlined for pre-
listener behavior, listener behavior, speaker behavior, and the joining of the two (Greer & 
Keohane, 2005; Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & Speckman, 2009). The theory outlines a 
trajectory of development that was developed based on research guided by Skinner’s 
(1957) Verbal Behavior (Greer & Keohane, 2005).  According to this theory, in order to 
be truly verbal, speaker and listener functions need to be fused (Horne & Lowe, 1996).  
 The Verbal Behavior Developmental Theory focuses on explaining the different 
cusps and capabilities that are needed for a child to become verbal and the experiences 
that lead to this. For children who have language delays, Greer and Ross (2008) identified 
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research based instructional protocols to be used to induce missing cusps and capabilities. 
The theory outlines the development of language from as early as in utero with hearing 
the mother’s voice to reading and writing with self-editing (Greer & Speckman, 2009). 
According to the verbal developmental theory, in order to be truly verbal, a speaker must 
also be able to simultaneously be a listener (Greer & Speckman 2009). This cusp that is 
also a capability is called Naming. When a child has Naming in repertoire, the child can 
learn both the listener and speaker responses to stimuli incidentally by hearing the name 
of the stimulus while looking at it.  
Bilingual First Language Acquisition Development 
 It is important to examine the similarities and differences of language 
development for simultaneously bilingual children and monolingual children. When does 
language development begin? When is one able to differentiate between different 
languages? Research has shown that a fetus in utero can recognize his or her mother’s 
voice evidenced by the difference in their fetal heartbeat when exposed to the mother’s 
voice and a different female voice (Kisilevsky et al., 2003). Not only can the fetus 
recognize the mother’s voice, it has been shown that it can differentiate between what is 
being said. Krueger and Garvan (2014) found that fetuses could recognize familiar 
nursery rhymes read by a female stranger at 38 weeks of gestation that the mother recited 
repeatedly during weeks 28 to 34 of pregnancy. The babies’ heart rates slowed when the 
familiar rhyme was read and quickened when an unknown rhyme was read (Kruger & 
Garvan). If babies in utero can differentiate between different rhymes that are read, this 
could suggest that babies could also differentiate between the language that their mother 
speaks and other languages in utero.   
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Language discrimination has been shown to occur in the first couple of days of a 
child’s life. Moon, Lagercratz, and Kuhl (2013) found that neonates were able to 
differentiate between the English /i/ and the Swedish /y/ within days of birth evidenced 
by their sucking patterns. Other studies have confirmed that infants can discriminate 
between phonemes in different languages. Werker and Tees (1984) studied infants to 
determine if they were able to discriminate phonemic contrasts that occurred in different 
languages. They chose phonemic contrasts that were difficult for adults who did not 
speak the language to discriminate and tested three age groups (6-8 months, 8-10 months, 
and 10-12 months). They found that the youngest group was able to discriminate all of 
the contrasts from the three languages (English, Hindi, and Nthlakapmx), but the 10- to 
12-month group could only discriminate the contrasts of their native language (Werker & 
Tees). These studies show that the child’s environment (likely from in utero) is important 
in the development of the language the child will understand and speak.  
Regardless of the differences in language developmental theories, one common 
thread is the importance of exposure to language. This is also important for bilingual 
language development. Bilingual First Language Acquisition (BFLA) is greatly affected 
by the “amount, consistency, and contexts of language exposure.” (Genesee & Nicoladis, 
p. 1).  A child will not begin to speak Chinese one day if he or she has never heard the 
language. Ronjat (1913) wrote a detailed description of his son’s simultaneous 
acquisition of French and German. His son Louis showed little confusion between the 
two languages, which Ronjat attributed to the exposure style (one parent, one language) 
that the family had chosen for him (Ronjat, 1913). Leopold (1949) reported a much 
different experience in the language acquisition for his daughter in English and German. 
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He and his wife also followed the one parent, one language exposure style, but they 
found that their daughter Hildegard, went through a stage where she confused the 
languages and mixed them together and Leopold equated this to her functioning as a 
monolingual.  
There is a debate about how children develop two languages. It has been shown 
that most children are not aware that they are bilingual until they are around 3-years old.  
The two main theories are the unitary language hypothesis (Volterra & Taeschner, 1978) 
and the dual language system hypothesis (Genesee, 1989). Volterra and Taeschner’s 
unitary language hypothesis was based on the theory that children began their bilingual 
development as essentially a monolingual. They proposed that there are three different 
stages to dual language development. During the first phase, children begin to process 
language with a single language system in which words and grammatical rules from both 
languages are combined. In the second stage, children begin to differentiate between the 
two lexicons, but the grammatical rules from both languages continue to be combined. 
During the third and final stage, both the lexicons and grammatical rules from each 
language become separate. They propose that this occurs around 3-years of age (Volterra 
& Taescner).  
The dual language hypothesis was an alternate model set forth to explain 
simultaneous language development (Genesee, 1989). It is assumed that children exposed 
to two languages develop two separate linguistic systems from the onset of bilingual 
language acquisition (Genessee). BFL learners acquire language-specific properties for 
each of their languages much like a monolingual child learns them in the language (De 
Houwer, 1990, 2005; Deuchar & Quay, 2000, Genesee, 2001; Meisel, 2001). Paradis and 
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Genesse (1996) found that French-English bilingual two- to three-year-old children 
acquired grammar specific to each of the languages at the same developmental stage as 
their monolingual counterparts and did not confuse the two languages. They found that 
they: (1) used finite verb forms earlier in French than in English, (2) used subject 
 pronouns in French exclusively with finite verbs but subject pronouns in English 
 with both finite and non-finite verbs, in accordance with the status of subject 
 pronouns in French as clitics (or agreement markers); and (3) placed verbal 
 negatives after lexical verbs in French (e.g., “n’aime pas” but before lexical verbs 
 in English (“do not like”).  
Although there are similarities in language development for simultaneously bilingual 
children in both their languages and their monolingual peers’ one language, the amount 
of exposure to each of the languages affects the level of development for each of the 
languages. Usually the bilingual’s dominant language develops similarly to the 
monolingual child and the other language is less developed (De Houwer, 2005; Nicoladis 
& Genesee, 1997; Paradis & Genessee, 1996).  
 Vocabulary acquisition. There is a myth that simultaneously bilingual children 
acquire language at a slower rate than monolingual children (Grosjean, 2010). Studies 
have shown that simultaneously bilingual children produce their first words around the 
same time as monolingual children (Genesee, 2003; Patterson & Pearson, 2004). The rate 
of acquisition of new words is also similar for bilingual and monolingual children, as 
long as the number of words is considered in both languages for the bilingual child 
(Nicoladis & Genessee, 1997; Pearson, Fernández, & Oller, 1993). Pearson, Fernández, 
and Oller (1993) compared the lexical development of 25 simultaneously bilingual 
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English and Spanish children with 35 monolingual children. They collected data on both 
receptive and productive vocabulary in Spanish and/or English for the children between 
the ages of 8 and 30 months. They found that there was no evidence of the bilingual 
children learning vocabulary at a slower rate than the monolingual children and that their 
patterns of acquisition corresponded with the development of vocabulary for monolingual 
children. The size of the vocabulary in each of the languages varied greatly depending on 
the exposure to the language (Pearson, Fernández, Lewedag, & Oller, 1997) 
Language exposure and necessity. One of the biggest indicators of language 
acquisition is the exposure to language. Hart and Risley (1995) found that children from 
families with a higher socioeconomic status heard 45 million words by the time they were 
four, whereas children from lower socioeconomic backgrounds heard far less. Farkas and 
Beron (2004) found that children raised in these homes came to school with much smaller 
vocabularies than their peers who were raised in higher SES families. In order for a child 
to learn language, he or she must hear the language and interaction with others in that 
language. It is important for children to be exposed to a language in a verity of 
circumstances and with as many different language partners as possible from the time 
they are born (Sorace & Ladd, 2004). It is difficult to figure out how much exposure is 
needed for optimal bilingual language acquisition. Furthermore, it is difficult to examine 
exposure time, as it is frequently not documented and instead languages are often 
described as the home language or the school language (Thoradardottir et al., 2010). 
Grosjean (2010) found that the best way to ensure exposure to both languages was to 
have the minority language be spoken in the home since children gain exposure to the 
majority language in the community. Unfortunately, this is not always possible as both 
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parents are oftentimes not fluent in the minority language and thus many families use the 
one-parent, one language method in teaching their children two languages.  
Language exposure for the bilingual child is split between two languages. 
Although language exposure has been found to be a strong indicator of the rate of 
language acquisition in both monolingual and bilingual children (Hart & Risley, 1995; 
Pearson et al., 1997), it is not unheard of that bilingual children have extensive 
vocabularies in both languages (Ucelli & Paez, 2007). The relationship between language 
exposure and receptive and expressive vocabulary in French and English was examined 
in 5-year-old simultaneously bilingual Canadian children and their monolingual 
counterparts (Thordardottir et al., 2010). Participants included 84 children (19 
monolingual French speakers, 16 monolingual English speakers, and 49 children exposed 
to both English and French) ranging in age from 4.5 years to 5.0 years old. Exposure time 
was measured by the parent filling out a questionnaire regarding which languages were 
spoken in the home and for how many hours per week. The bilingual children had varied 
exposure to French and English with 20 children having more French exposure, 16 
having more English exposure and 13 having roughly the same exposure to English and 
French. Standardized tests were administered in English (the Expressive Vocabulary 
subtest of the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals-Preschool, CELF-P, 2nd 
edition) and in French (expression-vocabulaire subtest of the nouvelles Wpreuves pour 
l’examen du langage, N, EEL) for the bilingual children and the CELF-P was 
administered to the monolingual English-speaking children and the N-EEL was 
administered to the monolingual French speaking children. Results showed a strong and 
systematic relationship between the amount of exposure to the language and the 
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performance on the standardized test of the given language (Thordardottir et al., 2010). 
Results also showed that bilingual children needed less overall exposure time to catch up 
with their monolingual peers in regards to receptive vocabulary (responding as a listener) 
and needed more exposure time to catch up with their monolingual peers in regards to 
expressive vocabulary (responding as a speaker) (Thordardottir).  
 Exposure is not the only factor that helps a child learn a language. Much like in 
monolingual language development, the child must have the need to use the language 
(Sorace & Ladd, 2004). This can be difficult to do naturally in instances in which 
children are aware that everyone speaks one language, however, the need can be created.  
For example, Emma lived in the United States with her Swedish mother and American 
father. Emma’s mother spoke Swedish with her from birth, however, Emma’s parents 
spoke English together and she went to American daycare. Emma had much more 
exposure to English than Swedish, but she was still able to speak and understand Swedish 
as her mom had created the “need” to speak and understand Swedish by only responding 
to Emma in Swedish and requiring that Emma do the same with her. She also visited her 
younger cousins in Sweden and had to speak the language in order to be understood and 
be able to play with the other children. It is common that parents must create the “need” 
for their child to become fully bilingual, as it is often easier for the child to merely speak 
the majority or community language (Grosjean, 2010).  
Naming 
 An explosion in vocabulary occurs around the age of 3 for most typically 
developing children (Hart & Risley, 1995,1999; Greer & Longano, 2010; Kinneally, 
2007, McGuiness, 2004). Naming is a developmental phenomenon and stage that is the 
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source of the explosion of language (Greer & Longano 2010). Naming is a verbal 
developmental capability. A capability is a kind of verbal behavior cusp that enables one 
to learn in new ways once the capability is acquired (Rosales-Ruiz & Baer, 1996). A 
behavioral developmental cusp allows an individual to come into contact with a new 
environment and new reinforcers and/or punishers that he or she did not have access to 
prior to acquiring the cusp (Greer & Speckman, 2009).  The bidirectional relationship 
between listener and speaker responses, which comprises naming, was first described 
from a behavior analytic perspective on verbal behavior by Horne and Lowe (1996). 
Naming is defined as “a higher order bidirectional behavioral relation that (a) combines 
conventional speaker and listener behavior within the individual, (b) does not require 
reinforcement of both speaker and listener behavior for each new name to be established, 
and (c) relates to classes of objects and events.” (Horne & Lowe, p. 207). The Naming 
capability is an important milestone in language development (Greer, 2008; Horne & 
Lowe, 1996).  It appears to be “a, or the, crucial stage in children’s verbal development, a 
stage that makes it possible for children to come to learn language incidentally” (Greer & 
Longano, 2010, p. 74; Woolslayer, 2013). Naming involves the incorporation of the 
previously separate listener and speaker responses of language. Prior to the onset of 
Naming, the child must be taught each of these responses independently (Greer & Ross, 
2008; Greer & Speckman, 2009; Greer & Longano, 2010).  
 It is clear that very young children have separate listener and speaker repertoires. 
For example, a child under the age of two can usually point to a variety of objects in a 
picture book when his or her caretaker asks, “Where is the dog/cat/car/etc.” However, if 
the caretaker were to point to the same object and say, “what is this?” the child would not 
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be able to name the same object unless he or she was directly taught to say the name of 
the object. Following the onset of Naming, the child is able to learn both speaker and 
listener responses from observing someone name a stimulus while the child observes the 
same stimulus (Greer & Longano, 2010). For example, while on a walk, a poodle walks 
by the child and mother and the mother points to the poodle and says to the child, “Look 
at the poodle,” and the child then looks at the poodle while hearing the mother say the 
name.  At a later occasion in the park, someone might say, “Do you see the poodle?” and 
the child then would be able to point to the poodle. The child also would have the ability 
to see a poodle and say, “There is a poodle.” One is able to learn simply by observing 
someone say the name of a stimulus while jointly attending to the stimuli (Greer & 
Longano, 2010). This is what is called the Naming experience. 
 There are two components of Naming, the listener component and the speaker 
component. When children have both the listener and the speaker component in 
repertoire, the child has “full Naming.” The listener component of Naming often occurs 
much earlier in children, which is understandable because children develop auditory 
discrimination of words and listener behavior much earlier than speaker behavior 
(Crystal, 2006). At three years of age, children experience a sharp increase in the number 
of spoken words (Crystal, 2006; Pinker, 2007). It is been found that this is also around 
the time of the onset of the speaker component of Naming in typically developing 
children (Gilic & Greer, 2011).  Once the child has both the listener and speaker 
components of Naming in repertoire, it is determined that the child has “Full Naming” 
and the child is able to learn new vocabulary without direct instruction for either the 
listener or speaker responses (Greer & Longano, 2010). Naming builds on Skinner’s 
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(1957) theory of verbal behavior by elaborating on the relationship between the listener 
and the speaker within oneself. Skinner refers to this ability as speaker-as-own listener 
(Skinner, 1957; Lodhi & Greer, 1989). Naming is the beginning of being truly verbal 
because it connects the listener and speaker abilities (Greer & Longano, 2010; Barnes-
Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, & Cullinan, 2001, Horne & Lowe, l996).  
 Woolslayer (2013) found that 13 developmentally delayed preschoolers without 
the Naming capability in repertoire had much larger listener vocabularies than speaker 
vocabularies. This confirmed that the listener and speaker vocabularies were independent 
of each other and that the listener repertoire was more developed than the speaker 
repertoire. Six participants were chosen from the initial group and Naming was induced 
using multiple exemplar instruction (MEI). Following the onset of Naming, five of the 
participants were able to emit the speaker response for 70% or more of the untaught 
responses that they previously could only respond to as a listener. One participant 
acquired 30% of the speaker responses following the acquisition of Naming 
(Woolslayer). These findings suggest that experiences that children have prior to the 
onset of Naming can affect the child’s speaker behavior once the capability is acquired. 
 Greer and Du (2014) found that Naming by exclusion (NE) is an extension of the 
Naming capability and when children have NE in repertoire, they are able to incidentally 
learn the name of an unknown stimulus when they hear the name of the stimulus in the 
presence of other known stimuli. This is an important distinction as this is a very different 
Naming experience but a very common one when developing language. They identified 
39 preschoolers with the Naming capability and found that only five had Naming-by-
exclusion (Greer & Du). They selected 16 of the children who did not have NE in 
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repertoire and paired the children in two groups (control group and experimental group). 
The children in the control group received the regular school curriculum and the children 
in the experimental group received exclusion multiple exemplar instruction (EMEI) as 
well as the regular school curriculum. They found that NE was induced for 8 of 8 
participants who received the EMEI training and the regular school curriculum and  only 
for 1 of 8 participants who received the regular school curriculum (Greer & Du).  
 Shanman (2013) tested for the presence of conditioned seeing in relation to the 
Naming capability and found that participants who had the speaker component of 
Naming also were able to draw responses of the stimuli. He found that some participants 
were able to draw the responses without the speaker component of Naming, but that no 
participants had the speaker component of Naming without the ability to draw the 
responses. These findings suggested that conditioned seeing was related to the 
development of the Naming capability pertaining to visual-object name relations 
(Shanman).  
 Cahill (2013) created a Naming experience in which participants heard the name 
of a stimulus and observed an action demonstrated with the object. Results showed that 
the preschool participants were able to acquire the actions demonstrated, but were not 
able to acquire the names of the stimuli to the same extent. She also found that the 
observation of the action actually hindered the number of speaker responses emitted and 
that participants emitted more speaker responses when actions were not demonstrated, 
suggesting the dominance of visual stimuli over auditory stimuli. Finally, she tested the 
effects of MEI, which provided rotated opportunities for speaker and listener responses as 
well as action imitation responses. Results showed that participants were able to acquire 
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listener, speaker, and action responses to the stimuli indicating that participants could 
acquire additional responses to stimuli beyond the speaker and listener response as a 
result of the Naming experience.   
Incidental language acquisition 
 Before a child has the Naming capability in repertoire, he or she must be taught 
each new word with direct instruction (Greer & Longano, 2010; Horne & Lowe, 1996). 
Following the emergence of Naming, a child can learn both the listener response and 
speaker response incidentally by an experience of observing someone say the name of a 
stimulus while seeing it. Children, who are academically successful, acquire 86,000 
vocabulary words in elementary school alone (McGuiness, 2004). This number of 
vocabulary words would be impossible to learn through direct instruction. Gilic and 
Greer (2011) found that typically developing 3-year-olds had the Naming capability in 
repertoire. According to this study, many preschool children (3 to 5-years of age) would 
already have the Naming capability in repertoire prior to starting preschool which would 
give them a good head start in learning all of the 86,000 words that they should acquire in 
elementary school (McGuiness). In order for a child to be successful in school, they must 
be able to come to school with a large vocabulary. 
 It is not possible for children to receive one-to-one direct instruction for every 
thing that they must learn in school. It is important that they are able to learn incidentally 
through experiences. Corwin (2011) tested for the effects of the absence and presence of 
the Naming capability when teacher modeling was a part of the instructional procedure. 
She compared the students’ rate of learning prior to the emergence of Naming and 
following the acquisition of Naming. Multiple exemplar instruction (MEI) was used to 
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induce Naming for eight elementary school students diagnosed with autism. Results 
showed accelerated learning for all participants following the acquisition of the Naming 
capability (Corwin).  
 The importance of being able to learn language incidentally and learning different 
tasks by experience is essential for children’s success in school and in life. There are 
instances in which the Naming capability does not emerge automatically and instructional 
procedures are needed to induce the capability. Greer and Ross (2008) described different 
educational procedures that can be used to help those children who lack functional verbal 
repertoires. These procedures were used with both children from low socio-economic 
backgrounds as well as children with native intellectual disabilities (Greer & Ross, 2008).  
Studies have also shown that some of these procedures can be used with typically 
developing children to increase their rate of acquiring different verbal behavior cusps and 
capabilities (Gilic & Greer, 2011; Greer, Corwin, & Buttigieg, 2011). Many different 
procedures have been used to induce Naming in children (Greer & Longano, 2010). 
Some of these procedures include multiple exemplar instruction (MEI), echoic training 
and stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure (Longano, 2008), intensive tact (Pistoljevic, 
2008), auditory matching (Choi, 2011), a listener emersion intervention (Goswami, 
2014), and exclusion multiple exemplar instruction (Greer & Du, 2014). 
Multiple exemplar instruction to induce Naming 
 Many studies have used multiple exemplar instruction (MEI) to induce Naming 
(Fiorile & Greer, 2007; Gilic & Greer, 2011; Greer, Stolfi, Chavez-Brown & Rivera-
Valdes, 2005; Greer, Stolfi & Pistoljevic, 2007; Helou-Caré, 2008; Pistoljevic, 2008; 
Shanman, 2013; Woolslayer, 2013). MEI is the most widely replicated intervention to 
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induce Naming. The procedure comprises the rapid alternating presentation of listener 
and speaker topographies to stimuli. The alternating presentation of listener and speaker 
responses has been shown to induce joint stimulus control across listener and speaker 
responses (Gilic & Greer; Fiorile & Greer; Greer et al.) Joint stimulus control refers to 
one stimulus that evokes more than one response (in this case, the a listener and speaker 
response).  
 Greer, Stolfi, Chavez-Brown, and Rivera-Valdes (2005) were the first to test the 
effect of MEI on the emergence of untaught listener and speaker responses. Following 
mastery of matching one set of five previously novel pictures, participants were taught to 
match, point, tact, and respond intraverbally to a second set of five pictures. Once the 
participants achieved mastery on each of the four responses, they were tested on the 
untaught listener (point to) and speaker (tact and intraverbal response) responses to the 
first set of stimuli. Participants were then taught to match an additional set of stimuli and 
then the untaught listener and speaker responses were tested. Results showed that 
untaught speaker responses increased for all participants (Greer et al.). 
 Gilic and Greer (2011) tested for the presence of Naming in typically developing 
3-year-olds and 2-year-olds. They found that all nine 3-year-olds had the Naming 
capability in repertoire, however, eight out of ten 2-year-olds lacked full Naming. A 
multiple-probe design was used to test the effect of MEI on the acquisition of untaught 
listener and speaker responses and the emergence of Naming. Prior to the onset of the 
study, participants were not able to emit untaught listener and speaker responses 
following match-to-sample (MTS) instruction. Following MEI instruction on a different 
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set of stimuli, seven of the eight children acquired the listener and speaker component of 
Naming with at least 83% and 100% accuracy. 
Other Instructional Interventions that Result in Naming 
 Longano (2008) tested the effects of an echoic training (match and point with an 
echoic) on the induction of Naming for three participants. Three of the participants had 
the listener component, but not the speaker component of Naming in repertoire and one 
participant had neither components of Naming in repertoire. Following the echoic 
training, one of the participants acquired full Naming and one of the participants acquired 
the listener component of Naming. Longano then implemented MEI across listener and 
speaker responses for the two participants who did not acquire full Naming and found 
that full Naming was induced for one participant. Still one participant did not acquire full 
Naming, so a classical conditioning procedure was implemented to condition 2-
dimensional stimuli, however it did not induce full Naming. Once echoic responses were 
conditioned, the participant acquired full Naming, suggesting that both the conditioned 
reinforcement for visual stimuli and the echoic are sources for the induction of Naming 
(Longano).  
 Pistoljevic and Greer (2006) tested the effects of the intensive tact protocol on the 
acquisition of Naming for preschool students with developmental delays who did not 
have the Naming capability in repertoire. The protocol consisted of students getting 100 
extra tact learn units above their usual daily instruction. Students learned to tact five 
different sets of four stimuli. A tact learn unit consisted of a student being presented with 
a picture of a stimulus and the student responding with a speaker response to the 
stimulus. Following the mastery of 100 tacts, the students were post-tested to see if the 
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Naming capability was induced. Naming was induced for all three participants following 
several sets of the intensive tact protocol. 
 Carnerero and Pérez-González (2014) used a procedure to induce naming in 
which participants viewed a slide show of five different stimuli while the experimenter 
said the name of the stimuli. Following the slideshow, they tested for uninstructed tacts 
(untaught speaker responses to the stimuli). This procedure continued until the participant 
could repeat the untaught speaker responses with 90% accuracy. They then tested for 
“instructed tact responses” in which the experimenter asked the child, “What is it?” each 
time the picture came on the screen. Finally, they tested for selection responses. All 
participants acquired uninstructed tacts, instructed tacts, and selection responses.  
 Auditory matching was shown to result in the listener component of Naming for 
one preschool student (Speckman-Collins, Lee-Park, & Greer, 2007). The auditory 
matching protocol was a computer program that had three different buttons (two with the 
same sound and one with no sound or a different sound). The participant had to match the 
correct sounds for a correct response. Sound discriminations became more difficult as the 
program progressed (sound vs. no sound, sound vs. white sound, sound vs. sound, non-
word, vs. word, and word vs. word). Two students participated in the study and results 
showed that not only did the listener component of Naming emerge for one participant, 
but that the quality of the students’ echoic responses improved (Speckman-Collins et al.) 
 Walsh (2009) found that six middle school students with behavioral disorders did 
not have Naming in repertoire. She used the observational system of instruction (OSI) to 
induce Naming. There were three phases included in OSI: 1. Peer-yoked contingency: 
students had to both emit correct responses to receive reinforcement (Davis-Lackey, 
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2005; Stolfi, 2005), 2. Peer tutoring: Each student taught the other student new material 
using through direct instruction, and 3. Peer monitoring: one student collects data on the 
other student’s responses (Pereira-Delgado & Greer, 2009).  
Rationale for Study 
 Research in verbal behavior has mainly focused on the monolingual child. It is 
important to examine language development of children from bilingual backgrounds as 
well. This is not to say that bilingual children have not been included in studies regarding 
verbal behavior, but their language capability has only been examined in one language as 
opposed to both of their languages. Luke, Greer, Singer-Dudek, and Keohane (2011) 
tested for the effects of MEI on the emergence of autoclitics for spatial relations for 
bilingual French and English- speaking children in English and found that the novel 
usage emerged for all of the participants. An autoclitic is a verbal operant that functions 
to quantify, qualify or specify effects of other verbal operants (Skinner, 1957). Although 
it is important to study the emergence of language cusps and capabilities in the language 
that the child is using in the school environment, it is important to also examine their 
abilities in their other language.  
 It would be interesting to examine each and every verbal behavioral cusp 
identified by the Verbal Behavior Developmental Theory and test for the presence of 
each of the these cusps in both languages for simultaneously bilingual children. Would 
the cusps be balanced across languages, or would there be differences between the two 
languages? For the purpose of this study, I have chosen to test for the presence of the 
Naming capability in both languages. There are many cusps and capabilities that could be 
examined, however, I thought that it would be best to test the Naming capability as it has 
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been found to be the source of the explosion in vocabulary and the beginning of a child 
becoming truly verbal (Greer and Longano, 2010).  
 The presence of Naming has been examined for children from low SES 
backgrounds, children with native intellectual disabilities, and typically developing 
children (Feliciano, 2006; Fiorile & Greer, 2007; Gilic & Greer, 2011; Greer & Du, 2014; 
Greer, Nirgudkar & Park, 2003; Greer, Stolfi, Chavez-Brown & Rivera-Valdez, 2005; 
Greer, Stolfi & Pistoljevic, 2007; Helou-Care, 2008; Longano, 2008; Shanman, 2013; 
Woolslayer, 2013). The presence of Naming in two languages for bilingual children has 
not been studied. Although it is possible that some of the above participants were 
bilingual, the Naming capability was only tested in English.  
 The purpose of Experiment I was to test if Naming repertoires in English and 
Swedish were balanced for bilingual Swedish- and English-speaking children. If the child 
had Naming in repertoire in English, did he or she have Naming in repertoire for 
Swedish? The purpose of Experiment II was to test if Naming repertoires in English and 
Swedish were balanced for monolingual English-speaking children. If a monolingual 
child had Naming in repertoire for English, would he or she have it in repertoire for an 
unknown language? Finally, the purpose of Experiment III was to test if Naming 
repertoires in English and Swedish were balanced for monolingual English-speaking 
adults. If a monolingual adult had Naming in repertoire for English, would he or she have 











 Participants for this study were recruited from the Swedish and English-speaking 
community in suburbs surrounding New York City. The participants of this study were 
first language bilinguals for English and Swedish. Each participant had been exposed to 
both English and Swedish and Englsih from birth and was being raised in a ‘one person, 
one language’ home in the United States. All participants had American fathers who 
spoke English with them and mothers who spoke Swedish with them. Both parents felt 
that it was important for their child to be bilingual in English and Swedish. All of the 
participants came from upper-middle class professional families.  
 Participants were recruited by contacting SWEA® (Swedish Women’s 
Educational Association) in New York, Svenska Skolan i Hudson Valley (the Swedish 
School, Hudson Valley), and Svenska Kyrkan (the Swedish Church) in New York. 
Participants were also recruited by word of mouth. The parents of the participants 
contacted the experimenter by e-mail or telephone and the experiment was discussed 
more in depth to determine if the parent wanted to volunteer his or her child as a 
participant in the study. Once it was determined that the parent wanted to volunteer their 
child as a participant, a time for the first meeting was discussed and the experimenter 
inquired with the parents about their child’s favorite toys and activities to prepare for the 
first meeting.  
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 The experimenter conducted an interview with the parents to determine onset of 
language experiences and the level of exposure to both languages. All of the participants 
were born in New York and exposed to Swedish from birth. None of the participants had 
spent time in Sweden except for Participant D, who had visited relatives in Sweden for a 
couple of months before she was two. All participants had exposure to English and 
Swedish on a daily basis. Swedish language experiences included listener and speaker 
exchanges between the participant and the Swedish-speaking caregiver, hearing 
caregivers have conversations in Swedish with other adults, Swedish children’s books 
read out loud, Swedish music, and Swedish TV programs and/or movies. Participants A, 
B, and C had Swedish Au Pairs who spoke solely Swedish with the children. Participants 
A, B, and C were with their Au Pairs 7 to 10 hours for five days a week including nap 
time. Participant D stayed home with her mother who spoke solely Swedish with her. 
Participant E attended daycare/preschool two days a week and was home with his 
Swedish mother three days a week. Participants B, C and D attended Swedish School one 
day a week for 2 hours. The mothers spoke Swedish with the children when alone with 
the children or when other Swedish-speaking adults or children were around.  
 English was the common language in the home and was spoken when the fathers 
or other English-speaking adults or children were around. All participants had daily 
exposure to English through listener and speaker exchanges between the participant and 
his or her father, observing conversations between their parents or other English-speaking 
adults, play dates with peers who did not speak Swedish, daily outings in the community, 
English children’s books read out loud, American music, and American TV programs 
and/or movies. Participants A, B, D and E attended part-time American preschool. 
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Participant Age Gender Members in Household Schooling 
 
A 
3.8 Male Swedish-speaking mother 
English-speaking father 
Swedish-speaking Au Pair 
English 
preschool 2 
hours / 3 days 
per week 
 
B 3.8 Female Swedish-speaking mother 
English-speaking father 







hours a week 
 
C 2.2 Male Swedish-speaking mom 
English-speaking dad 
Swedish-speaking Au Pair 
Swedish school 
2 hours per 
week 
 







2 hours a week 
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Setting 
The setting of the study for Participants A, B, C, D and E was in each 
participant’s home. All participants lived in suburbs outside of a large metropolitan area. 
The room in which the experiment took place was based on where the parent stated that 
the child spent most of his or her leisure time and felt most comfortable. Experiments 
were conducted at the kitchen table for Participants B, C and E and on the living room 
floor for Participants A and D. Each area was a quiet area free from auditory distractors 
(television, phones, siblings, etc.).  
An iPhone was present for the purpose of recording the sessions for Participant A. 
An independent observer was present for the sessions for Participants B, C, D, and E. The 
independent observer sat on the floor with Participant D and sat across the table for 
Participants B, C, and E.  
Materials 
 Visual and vocal stimuli. There were two sets of stimuli containing 3 objects 
each for Swedish and two sets of stimuli containing 3 objects each for English. The 
names of the stimuli were contrived in both English and Swedish. Although the stimuli 
were different in each language, each language had a stimulus that shared the same 
spelling, but different pronunciation (Table 2, 3, 4, and 5). The names of all the stimuli 
were one or two syllables and not words in English or Swedish. The stimuli were 
household and office items that the participants did not have contact with prior to the 
onset of the study.  
 The names of the stimuli were contrived to ensure that the participants had not 
earlier come into contact with the names. The words were contrived by combining 
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different combinations of letters that made up phonemes, which were common in both 
languages, but did not have the same sound. Some combinations of letters were not used 
because there is not a comparable phoneme for these letter combinations in one of the 
languages (ex: “th” was not used as the letter-sound combination does not exist in 
Swedish and “sj” was not chosen as the letter-sound combination does not exist in 
English).  Although the experimenter was fluent in Swedish, a native Swedish speaker 
reviewed the pronunciations of the words to ensure that that they were being pronounced 
correctly.  
 Materials used for collecting data throughout the experiment included data sheets 
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Table 2 
Swedish Stimuli Set 1 
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Table 3 
English Stimuli Set 1 
Picture Name Pronunciation 
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Table 4 
Swedish Stimuli Set 2 
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Table 5 
English Stimuli Set 2 
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Swedish Match Match Match Match Point Intraverbal 
Mapa             
Renib             
Boger             
Mapa             
Renib             
Boger             
Mapa             
Renib             
Boger             
Mapa             
Renib             
Boger             
Mapa             
Renib             
Boger             
Total         /15         /15         /15         /15         /6         /6 
English Match Match Match Match Point Intraverbal 
Mapa             
Renib             
Boger             
Mapa             
Renib             
Boger             
Mapa             
Renib             
Boger             
Mapa             
Renib             
Boger             
Mapa             
Renib             
Boger             
Total         /15         /15         /15         /15         /6         /6 
Figure 1. Set 1 Naming probe data sheet for English and Swedish. If the child was able to 
match while hearing the tact with 90% accuracy for the first two sets, the remaining two 
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Swedish Match Match Match Match Point Intraverbal 
Fenip             
Kiped             
Jarden             
Fenip             
Kiped             
Jarden             
Fenip             
Kiped             
Jarden             
Fenip             
Kiped             
Jarden             
Fenip             
Kiped             
Jarden             
Total         /15         /15         /15         /15         /6         /6 
English Match Match Match Match Point Intraverbal 
Fenip             
Kiped             
Jarden             
Fenip             
Kiped             
Jarden             
Fenip             
Kiped             
Jarden             
Fenip             
Kiped             
Jarden             
Fenip             
Kiped             
Jarden             
Total         /15         /15         /15         /15         /6         /6 
 
Figure 2. Set 2 Naming probe data sheet for English and Swedish. If the child was able to 
match while hearing the tact with 90% accuracy for the first two sets, the remaining two 
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Sequence of experiment and Experimental Procedures 
 The sequence of the experiment began with assigning each participant to his or 
her first Naming probe. Three of the participants were selected to begin with the Swedish 
Naming probe and two of the participants were selected to begin with the English 
Naming probe. Once it was determined which language the child would begin with, the 
Experimenter and the parent of the participant determined a time for the first meeting.  
 Habituation procedure. Most of the previous Naming studies were conducted in 
a school setting where the participants knew the experimenter. Because of this, the 
experimenter was already habituated and the experimenter had instructional control of the 
child. Gilic and Greer (2011) incorporated a habituation procedure in their study 
examining Naming in typically developing two-year olds, as the experimenter did not 
have daily contact with the participants. Habituation of the experimenter has been shown 
to be an important factor for young children’s performance (Rothstein, 2009). Rothstein 
found that 2-year olds were able to emulate when they were habituated to the 
experimenter, and were not able to emulate when the experimenter was not habituated.  
Prior to the first meeting, a parent interview was conducted to determine the 
child’s favorite toys, activities, and characters. Based on this information, the 
experimenter collected items to bring to the initial meeting. The first meeting consisted of 
the experimenter meeting the participant and his or her caretaker at the participant’s 
home. Initial meetings were 30 minutes and consisted of the experimenter first speaking 
with the caretaker and then playing with the child and letting the child lead the meeting. 
The experimenter spoke only Swedish with the participant if it was determined that he or 
she was going to begin with the Swedish probe and only English if it was determined that 
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English would be the first probe. The caretaker led the experimenter and participant to 
the play area in the home.  
 Participants A, B, C, and E were willing to play with the experimenter right away. 
They showed their toys to the experimenter and responded to the experimenter vocally. 
They did not have a hard time separating from their parents or Au Pairs for the first 
meeting. The experimenter allowed the child to choose all the play activities. After 20 
minutes of child-directed play, the experimenter began to teach the child to match like 
objects. Like toys were used to teach the child to match (i.e. army men, blocks, cars, and 
dolls). An additional habituation session was required for Participant D as she did not 
easily separate from her mother during the first meeting. During this meeting, the 
experimenter spoke primarily with her mother and then engaged in play at the end of the 
first 30-minute session. For the second session, Participant D invited the experimenter in 
to play with her toys.  
 Match-to-sample training. The experimenter asked the child if he or she wanted 
to play a game. All participants said they did and then the experimenter asked the 
participant to sit on the floor or at the table. Three of the chosen toys were placed in front 
of the participant and the experimenter asked the names of each of the items. The 
participant named each of the items. The experimenter then held up an identical item to 
one of the items (Example: A block, a puzzle piece and a car were placed in front of the 
child and a block was presented) and said, “This is a block. Where is your block?” All 
participants were able to participate in this activity and identify the same item that was 
shown to them with 100% accuracy. Ten trials were conducted to ensure that each 
participant had the capacity for sameness. Following each trial, the experimenter 
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responded with verbal praise. Following the trials, the experimenter said, “You were 
really good at this game.” The participants then got to choose a reinforcer (i.e. stickers, 
coloring sheets, and small toy dinosaurs). After it was determined that each participant 
was able to match to sample, the Naming probes began (see Table 6 for sequence of 
probes).  
 Language probes. Participants received four Naming probes in total (two in each 
language). The first language was chosen prior to the onset of the study to ensure that the 
probes were balanced across participants. The second probe was the language that was 
not tested first. The third probe was the same as the second probe and the fourth probe 
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Table 6 
Experiment sequence  





Initial meeting (Swedish) 
Match to sample training 
Swedish Naming probe set 1 








Initial meeting (English) 
Match to sample training 
English Naming probe set 1 
Swedish Naming probe set 1 
Swedish Naming probe set 2 








Initial meeting (Swedish) 
Match to sample training 
Swedish Naming probe set 1 
English Naming probe set 1 
English Naming probe set 2 









Initial meeting (English) 
Additional habituation meeting (English) 
Match to sample training 
English Naming probe set 1 
Swedish Naming probe set 1 
Swedish Naming probe set 2 








Initial meeting (Swedish) 
Match to sample training 
Swedish Naming probe set 1 
English Naming probe set 1 
English Naming probe set 2 
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Procedure and Definition of Behaviors 
 Solely English was spoken with each participant during English Naming probes 
and solely Swedish was spoken with each participant during Swedish Naming probes. 
The procedure was identical for the Naming probes in each language.  
 Pre-experimental probe. The participants were presented with each of the 
stimuli for the first set. Each individual object was shown to the participant twice and the 
participant was asked, “do you know what this is?” If the participant was able to identify 
any of the stimuli, it was replaced with a different stimulus that the child was not able to 
identify in either English or Swedish. Pre-experimental probes were conducted prior to 
the onset of the “Naming experience” portion of each probe. Pre-experimental probes 
were conducted in the language of the subsequent probe.  
 Language Naming probes. Once it was determined that a participant did not 
know the names of the probe stimuli, he or she began the “Naming experience,” which 
included the participants matching the stimuli while hearing their names. The 
experimenter presented 15 match to sample learn units, providing the participants with 5 
opportunities for each unknown stimulus. The experimenter presented a field of three 
stimuli containing one target stimulus and two non-exemplars and provided the vocal 
antecedent, “This is (target stimulus), show me (target stimulus).” Antecedents were in 
Swedish for the Swedish probes (See Table 7). Verbal praise followed correct responses 
emitted within 5 s and a correction was provided for incorrect responses or no response 
within 5 s. The correction procedure consisted of the experimenter repeating the vocal 
antecedent “This is (target stimulus), show me (target stimulus),” and pointing to the 
correct response and then having the participant give the correct stimulus to the 
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experimenter. Verbal praise was not provided for the correction procedure. Criterion for 
completing the Naming experience was 14 or 15 correct responses across two 
consecutive sessions. The participant received a minimum of two Naming experience 
sessions. Once criterion was met, a timer was set and the participant was able to play 
and/or engage in preferred activities for 30 min. 
Prior studies had at least a two hour delay between participants receiving the 
Naming experience and being tested for listener and untaught speaker responses, however 
the experimenter determined that a 30 min elapse in time was what would be feasible as 
all experiments were conducted in the evenings after school and it was difficult for 
families to be available for over a two hour period. After 30 min, the participant was 
asked to return to the table or floor and the experimenter told the participant that he or 
she was going to play a quick memory game. Participants were then tested to determine if 
they acquired listener and untaught speaker responses to the previously matched stimuli. 
The experimenter did not deliver reinforcement or corrections during the probe sessions 
for correct or incorrect responses. Listener responses were tested first by placing the three 
objects in front of the child (one target response and two non-exemplars). The 
experimenter then provided the verbal antecedent, “point to (target stimulus).” The 
antecedent was provided in Swedish during the Swedish probes (See Table 7). The 
participant was provided with two opportunities to point to each object for a total of six 
opportunities. The experimenter delivered reinforcement in the form of vocal praise for 
sitting nicely and participating. Criterion for the listener component of Naming was five 
or six correct responses.  
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Participants were then tested to determine if they acquired untaught speaker 
responses. The Experimenter held up a target stimulus and provided the verbal 
antecedent, “what is this?” The question was asked in Swedish during the Swedish probes 
(See Table 7 for translation). The participant was presented with two opportunities for 
each stimulus for a total of six opportunities. Criterion for the speaker component of 
Naming was five or six correct responses. A correct speaker response was defined as the 
participant saying the name of the stimulus and in incorrect response was defined as the 
participant providing any other response. If the participant had both the listener and 
speaker component of Naming in repertoire, the participant had Full Naming. 
Participants B, C, and D were tested on a novel set of stimuli for Swedish and 
English two months after the first set of probes to determine the consistency of the results 
from the first probes. Languages were alternated for the second set of probes to counter 
balance the first set of probes (Table 6). The same Naming probe sequence was repeated 
with the novel sets (i.e. match while hearing the tact, 30-minute play time, listener probe, 
speaker probe).  
 
Table 7 




Match while hearing the 
tact 
“This is a _______. Show 
me ______.” 
“Den här är en _____. Visa 
mig ______.” 
 
Point to (Listener) “Point to _____.” “Peka på _____.” 
 
Intraverbal (Speaker) “What is this?” “Vad är den här?” 
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Interobserver Agreement 
 Interobserver agreement (IOA) for the Naming experience and for the listener and 
untaught speaker responses were calculated using trial-by-trial IOA in which two 
observers (the experimenter and an independent observer naïve to the purpose of the 
study) recorded correct and incorrect responses to each trial. The independent observer 
was bilingual in Swedish and English.  Prior to conducting IOA, the experimenter 
provided the observer with a picture of the stimuli with their corresponding names. The 
independent observer viewed a video recording of Participant A’s sessions for IOA and 
was present for all other sessions with the remaining participants. Following each session 
for Participants B, C, D, and E, the two observers counted the agreements and 
disagreements across all trials. Agreements and disagreements were counted across all 
trials for Participant A after the observer viewed the video of his sessions. IOA was 
calculated by dividing the number of agreements by the number of agreements and 
disagreements and then multiplying by 100. Interobserver agreement was collected for 
100% of all of the sessions. The mean agreement for Participants B, C, D and E was 
100% for the Naming experience and the listener and untaught speaker response. The 
mean agreement for the Naming experience was 100% for Participant A and 92% for the 
listener and speaker responses. 
Results 
None of the participants emitted correct responses to the stimuli in the pre-
experimental probes, so it was determined that they did not have the names of the stimuli 
in repertoire. During the first set of Naming probes, all participants required two sessions 
of match while hearing the tact sessions for English. Participants A, B, D, and E required 
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two sessions of match while hearing the tact sessions for Swedish and Participant C 
required three sessions. Participants B, C, D and E only required two sessions of match 
while hearing the tact sessions for English and Swedish for the second set of Naming 
probes.  
 Participants A, D, and E had the listener component of Naming in Swedish and 
English in repertoire for both the first set and the second set of stimuli. Participant D also 
had the listener component of Naming in Swedish and English for the second set of 
stimuli. Participants B and C had both the listener and the speaker components of 
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Figure 3. Listener and speaker responses to the stimuli for Swedish and English in the 
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Discussion  
 The purpose of this study was to determine if first language bilingual children for 
Swedish and English had Naming for both languages in repertoire, had Naming for one 
language in repertoire, or had an absence of Naming in both languages. Results showed 
that responses were fairly consistent across languages for all participants. Participants A, 
D, and E emitted five or more correct responses for the listener responses for both the 
English and Swedish probes determining that they had the listener component of Naming 
for English and Swedish in repertoire. Participants A, D and E emitted less than five 
correct responses for each of the speaker probes in both languages showing that they did 
not have the speaker component of Naming in repertoire. Participants B and C emitted 
more than five correct responses for the listener and untaught speaker responses for all 
sets in both languages. These results determined that Participants B and C had both the 
listener and speaker component of Naming in English and Swedish in repertoire. The 
results indicate that each of the participants had balanced Naming repertoires for each 
language. The findings indicate that Naming is not specific to each language, but instead 
to each participant’s over all verbal capabilities.  
Rationale and Research Questions for Experiments II  
 The results for Experiment 1 showed that the Naming repertoires were balanced 
across languages for each participant, for example: if the participant had the listener 
component of Naming in Swedish in repertoire, he or she had the listener component of 
Naming in English in repertoire. Results suggest that the Naming capability was not 
separate for each language for simultaneously bilingual Swedish and English-speaking 
children.  
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 As I tested the bilingual Swedish and English-speaking children, I began to 
wonder if monolingual English-speaking children of the same age could have Naming in 
repertoire for both languages. Much of the research in second language acquisition 
reports that younger children have an easier time learning a foreign language and often 
times learn it without an accent, so I wondered if this would have any affect on the 
Naming capability in an unknown language. The Naming repertoire was not language 
























 Participants for this study were monolingual children between the ages of 3.5 and 
4.9 years of age. All children were being raised in a monolingual American English 
household. None of the participants had exposure to the Swedish language prior to the 
study. Participants were recruited from a publically funded private preschool. All 
participants attended school for various amounts of time during the week. Participants A, 
B, C, and E attended full-time school (six hours a day, five days a week). Participant D 




Participant Age Gender Language in Home Schooling 
F 3.5 Male English Preschool 5 hours/5 
days per week 
 
G 4.8 Male English Preschool 5 hours/5 
days per week 
 
H 3.8 Male English Preschool 5 hours/5 
days per week 
 
I 4.9 Female English Preschool 3 hours/3 
days per week 
 
J 4.8 Male English Preschool 5 hours/5 
days per week 
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Setting 
The setting for Participants F, G, H, and J was at their preschool. The first 
meeting for Participants F, G, and H was conducted in the participants’ classroom in the 
front of the classroom on the large carpet. The first meeting for Participant J was in the 
hallway of the school at a small desk. The first meeting for Participant I was in the 
participant’s living room. Probe sessions were conducted in the hallway of the preschool 
for Participants F, G, H, and J. Two child-sized desks with chairs were next to each other 
facing the wall. The experimenter sat beside the participant. Probe sessions for 
Participant I were conducted at a table in a community center. Each area was a quiet area 
free from auditory distractors (television, phones, other students, siblings, etc.). A 
MacBook was used to video all sessions. 
Materials 
 One set of stimuli containing 3 three-dimensional objects was presented in 
Swedish and one set of stimuli containing 3 three-dimensional objects was presented in 
English. (Table 9 and 10). The stimuli were some of the stimuli that were used in the first 
study. The office supplies were not used in this study as many of the students had 
exposure to these items in their preschool class. The names of all the stimuli were ones 
that were used in Experiment 1. The stimuli were household and office items that the 
participants did not have contact with prior to the onset of the study.  
 Materials used for collecting data throughout the experiment included data sheets 
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Table 9 
English Stimuli for Monolingual Children 
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Table 10 
Swedish Stimuli for Monolingual Children 
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Swedish Match Match Match Match Point Intraverbal 
mapa             
boger             
renib             
mapa             
boger             
renib             
mapa             
boger             
renib             
mapa             
boger             
renib             
mapa             
boger             
renib             
Total         /15         /15         /15         /15         /6         /6 
English Match Match Match Match Point Intraverbal 
mapa             
boger             
renib             
mapa             
boger             
renib             
mapa             
boger             
renib             
mapa             
boger             
renib             
mapa             
boger             
renib             
Total         /15         /15         /15         /15         /6         /6 
 
Figure 4. Naming probe data sheet for Swedish and English. If the child was able to 
match while hearing the tact with 90% accuracy for the first two sets, the remaining two 
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Sequence of experiment 
 The sequence of the experiment was similar to Experiment 1 except all 
participants’ habituation sessions were in English as they were not bilingual. Three of the 
participants were selected to begin with the English Naming probe and two of the 
participants were selected to begin with the Swedish Naming probe.  
 Habituation Procedure. The experimenter met with Participants F, G, and H in 
their classroom on the front carpet. English was spoken during the meeting. The 
participants’ teacher asked them to join the experimenter on the carpet. A box of Magna 
Tiles® were set on the floor in front of the participants and the experimenter asked if they 
had ever played with them before and they said that they hadn’t. The participants then 
began to play with them. For the first 15 minutes, the participants engaged in self-
directed play with the Magna Tiles®.  The experimenter engaged with the participants by 
asking them questions such as: “What are you building?” “Do you need help?” They 
were also provided with verbal praise such as: “Wow, that looks great!” “You are really 
good at building!” After 15 minutes of self-directed play, the experimenter asked them if 
they would like to build a garage for their toy cars and fire truck. They all said yes and 
they collected the toys from the toy area and brought them back. The experimenter then 
directed the participants on how to build the garage. After the garage was built, the 
participants played with the garage and then the experimenter asked them to clean up. 
They did so willingly and the experimenter told them that she would see them on a 
different day soon and that they would play a different game.  
 A shorter habituation procedure was needed for Participant I as she knew the 
experimenter from before. Participant I saw the experimenter weekly and was 
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comfortable with the experimenter as evidenced by the participant saying “hello” and 
hugging the experimenter when she came in. The experimenter played a matching game 
with the participant and then began the match while hearing the tact procedure. 
 The habituation procedure for Participant J was conducted in the hallway outside 
of his classroom. The experimenter showed the student the Magna Tiles®, but he was not 
interested. Instead, he asked if they could play with the Transformers® toy from the 
classroom. The participant first played with the toy and then the experimenter asked for a 
turn. The participant took turns willingly with the experimenter. The experimenter told 
the participant that he would come back and they would play a game the next time and he 
said “ok” and then went back to class.  
 Language Naming Probes. Participants were provided with two Naming probes 
(one in Swedish and one in English). The order of the probes was alternated with each 
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Table 11 
Experiment sequence for Monolingual Children 




Initial meeting (English) 
English Naming probe 





Initial meeting (English) 
Swedish Naming Probe 




Initial meeting (English) 
English Naming probe 





Initial meeting (English) 
Swedish Naming Probe 




Initial meeting (English) 
English Naming probe 
Swedish Naming probe  
 
 
Procedure and Definition of Behaviors 
 English was spoken with all participants during the study as all of the participants 
were monolingual American English speakers. Procedures for the pre-experimental probe 
and Naming probes were identical to Experiment 1. 
Interobserver Agreement 
 All sessions were video recorded using either the experimenter’s iPad or 
MacBook. Interobserver agreement (IOA) for the Naming experience and for the listener 
and speaker responses were calculated using trial-by-trial IOA in which two observers 
(the experimenter and an independent observer naïve to the purpose of the study) 
recorded correct and incorrect responses to each trial. The independent observer was 
bilingual in Swedish and English.  Prior to conducting IOA, the experimenter provided 
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the observer with a picture of the stimuli with their corresponding names. The 
independent observer then viewed each of the recordings. Agreements and disagreements 
were counted across all trials for IOA was calculated by dividing the number of 
agreements by the number of agreements and disagreements and then multiplying by 100. 
Interobserver agreement was collected for 100% of all of the sessions. The mean 
agreement for Participants A, B, D and E was 100% for the Naming experience and the 
listener and speaker responses. The mean agreement for the Naming experience for 
Participant C was 100% and 92% for the listener and speaker responses.  
Results 
None of the participants emitted correct responses to the stimuli in the pre-
experimental probes, so it was determined that they did not have the names of the stimuli 
in repertoire. All participants only required two sessions for the Naming experience for 
both English and Swedish.  
Listener and untaught speaker responses. All participants had the listener component 
of Naming in English and Swedish in repertoire. Participant F did not emit any speaker 
responses in English nor in Swedish. Participant G completed the Swedish Naming probe 
first and emitted 2 correct speaker responses. He then completed the English probe and 
emitted 5 correct speaker responses, which indicated that he had the speaker component 
of Naming for English in repertoire. Participant H completed the English Naming probe 
first and emitted 2 correct speaker responses. For the Swedish probe, he emitted 4 correct 
speaker responses. Results show that he did not have the speaker component of Naming 
for English or Swedish, however, he emitted more correct speaker responses in Swedish. 
Participant I completed the Swedish probe first and emitted 4 correct speaker responses. 
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She then emitted 6 correct speaker responses in English showing that she had the speaker 
component of Naming for English repertoire. Participant J completed the English probe 
first and emitted 4 correct speaker responses. He did not emit any correct speaker 
responses for Swedish. Therefore, he did not have the speaker component of Naming in 





























Figure 5. Listener and speaker responses to the stimuli for Swedish and English in the 
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Discussion and Research Questions for Experiment III 
 The purpose of this study was to determine if monolingual English-speaking 
children had balanced Naming repertoires in English and Swedish like the bilingual 
Swedish and English-speaking participants in the first experiment. Results showed that 
the Naming repertoires were balanced for the listener responses in both languages. All of 
the participants were able to respond to the stimuli as listeners for both English and 
Swedish. Participant F did not emit any speaker responses in either language. Participants 
G, I, and J emitted more speaker responses in English than in Swedish and Participant H 
emitted more correct speaker responses in Swedish but did not emit enough speaker 
responses in either language to have full Naming in repertoire.  
 Although most of the participants emitted more correct speaker responses in 
English, it is important to note that they were able to emit some speaker responses in 
Swedish. Participants H and I were able to emit the speaker responses for 4 out of 6 of 
the opportunities. Although results show that the Naming repertoires are not balanced 
across languages, the correct speaker responses in Swedish could indicate that 
monolingual children could learn a foreign language with ease with some more exposure.  
 Much of the research states that adults and older children have a harder time 
learning a second language than younger children, so I also wondered if this would have 
an affect on the presence of Naming in an unknown language for monolingual English-
speaking adults. If a monolingual adult had Naming in repertoire for English, would he or 
she have the Naming capability in repertoire for Swedish? Would there be a difference 
between the number of correct listener responses and speaker responses emitted in 
Swedish by monolingual English-speaking adults?  
	  





 The participants for this study were recruited from the experimenter’s 
neighborhood, family members and place of work. The experimenter discussed the 
experiment and the time allotment needed. Once the participant agreed, a meeting time 
was set up. Originally, 34 participants were recruited, but 4 of the participants were not 
able to complete the second language probe because of time constraints.   
 Participants for this study were 30 monolingual English-speaking adults (8 male 
and 22 female). The participants ranged from in age from 24 to 63 with a mean of 40. Six 
participants were in their 20s, 11 participants were in their 30s, 8 participants were in 
their 40s, 4 participants were in their 50s, and two participants were in their 60s. 
Participants were not fluent in another language and had no experience with the Swedish 
language. Twenty-eight participants had taken a romance language in high school or 
college. One participant took German in high school and college and one participant had 
never taken a foreign language course. Two participants had graduated high school, six 
attended some college, and 22 participants had their bachelor’s degree and/or a graduate 
degree.  
Setting 
The setting was a quiet place in the participants’ place of work or home. Some 
locations at places of employment include conference rooms, individual offices and 
classrooms with no students. Locations in homes included kitchens, dining rooms, and 
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living rooms. Each area was a quiet area free from auditory distractors (television, 
phones, other people, etc.). 
Materials 
 A digital slideshow was used for the Naming experience for each language. One 
set of stimuli was used for Swedish and one set of stimuli was used for English (see 
Tables 12 and 13). The stimuli were Nordic Rune symbols with contrived names. The 
slide show consisted of 20 slides with 4 identical slides for each stimulus. Each slide was 
a white background with the black rune in the middle of the screen. A sound byte with 
the name of the stimulus was in the bottom corner of the slide and was activated when the 
participant touched it. Names of the stimuli were pronounced in Swedish by a native 
Swedish speaker and pronounced in English by the experimenter (a native American 
English speaker). The names of the stimuli were five of the six names of the stimuli from 
the first experiment.  
 A digital slideshow was used to present the stimuli for the Naming probes in each 
language. Participants were presented with 40 slides (20 slides for the listener response 
and 20 slides for the speaker response). The first 20 slides were selection responses. Each 
slide had three Nordic Runes (of those learned in the Naming experience) and a sound 
byte of the target stimulus. All sound bytes were identical to the ones used in the Naming 
experience slides. There were four opportunities for each of the five stimuli. The 
remaining 20 slides had one Nordic Rune on each slide and no sound byte. There were 
four opportunities for each of the five stimuli.  
 Additional materials included an iPad® with the Keynote application for 
participants to view the slideshows and a laptop computer to video sessions for 
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independent observer agreement. Data sheets and a black pen were used to collect data 
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Table 12 
English Stimuli for Adults  












mapa         /mæpəә/  
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Table 13 
Swedish Stimuli for Adults 
Picture Name Pronunciation 
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Sequence of experiment 
 The sequence of the experiment began with assigning each participant to his or 
her first Naming probe. Half of the participants were selected to begin with the Swedish 
Naming probe and half of the participants were selected to begin with the English 
Naming probe. The Experimenter had two meetings with the adults. One language probe 
was conducted at each meeting. A separate habituation meeting was not conducted as it 
was for the children. The experimenter was already familiar with the majority of the 
participants and they were friends, family, or colleagues. Fifteen participants began with 
the English Naming probe followed by the Swedish Naming probe and 15 participants 
began with the Swedish Naming probe followed by the English Naming probe.  
Procedure and Definition of Behaviors 
 English was spoken with all participants during all Naming probes as all of the 
participants were monolingual English speakers. 
 Pre-experimental probe. The experimenter asked the participants if they had any 
experience with Nordic Runes. All of the participants said that they had not had 
experience with Nordic Runes so the Naming Experience commenced. 
 Naming experience. Participants viewed a digital slide show on an iPad. There 
were five stimuli and they were presented four times each for a total of 20 slides for the 
English stimuli. The same format was used for the Swedish stimuli. Each slide had a 
white background and one target stimulus on each slide. A sound byte was also on each 
of the slides that played the name of the stimulus when the participant touched the slide. 
The experimenter told the participant that he or she would need to touch the slide to 
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activate the sound byte that would speak the name of the stimulus. Participants were then 
told to touch the screen again to go on to the next slide. Prior to starting the slide show, 
the experimenter told the participants, “You are going to see a slide show with 5 different 
runes. You will see each of them five times.” When the participant completed the 
slideshow, he or she returned to his or her daily activities. 
 Naming Probes. After 30 minutes, the participant viewed an additional slideshow 
to determine if they acquired untaught listener and speaker responses to the previously 
taught stimuli. The experimenter did not deliver reinforcement or corrections during the 
probe sessions for correct or incorrect responses. The slideshow consisted of 40 slides. 
Listener responses were tested first with 20 slides, which consisted of one target stimulus 
with two non-exemplars. A sound byte with the name of the target stimulus was attached 
to the slide and was activated when the participant touched the screen. The sound bytes 
were identical to the ones used during the Naming experience. The experimenter told the 
participants, “You will now see a slideshow with the runes that you have learned. You 
will touch the screen to hear the name of the rune that you should point to. Point to the 
rune and then you will come to the next slide. You will have 20 opportunities to do this.”  
The participant had four opportunities to point to each of the five stimuli. A correct 
response was defined as the participant pointing to the stimulus that matched with the 
soundbyte. Criterion for the listener component of Naming was 16 or more correct 
responses. The experimenter collected data on all responses with a plus (+) for a correct 
response and a minus (-) for an incorrect response. 
 Participants were then tested to determine if they acquired the untaught speaker 
responses. Speaker responses were tested directly after the listener responses with a 
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second set of 20 slides that consisted of each of the five stimuli shown four times in a 
random order. The pictures were identical to the ones shown in the Naming experience, 
but without the sound byte.  The experimenter said, “Now you will have an opportunity 
to say the name of each of the runes. Touch the screen after saying the name of the rune 
to bring you to the next screen. You will have 20 opportunities to do this.” The 
participant had four opportunities to point to each of the five stimuli. A correct verbal 
response in English was defined as the participant saying the name of the stimulus with 
point-to-point correspondence. A correct verbal response in Swedish was defined as the 
participant saying all of the correct consonant sounds and vowel sounds. The tone did not 
have to match. Criterion for the speaker component of Naming was 16 or more correct 
responses. 
If the participant had both the listener and speaker component of Naming in 
repertoire, the participant had Full Naming in that language. Participants were tested in 
both languages.  
Interobserver Agreement 
            Interobserver agreement (IOA) was collected by the experimenter and an 
independent observer for 53% of the participants. IOA was conducted in vivo for seven 
of the participants and by having the observer watch a video of the sessions for nine of 
the participants. The independent observer was a fluent English speaker and a native 
Swedish speaker. The independent observer and experimenter sat beside the participant 
and collected independent data for the in vivo sessions. The independent observer 
reviewed the videos and collected data on correct and incorrect responses for the videoed 
sessions. IOA was calculated by dividing the number of agreements by the number of 
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agreements and disagreements and then multiplying by 100. The mean agreement for 
listener responses was 100%. The mean agreement for speaker responses was 97%. 
Results 
 One-way repeated measures Analyses of Variance (ANOVAs) revealed that 
listener responses were greater than speaker responses in both English, F (1, 29) = 10.16, 
p=.003, and Swedish, F (1, 29) = 492.04, p<.001. See Descriptive Table 14 and Figure 6.  
All of the 30 participants had the listener component of Naming in repertoire in English 
(M=19.67). Twenty-six of the participants had the listener component of Naming in 
repertoire in Swedish (M=18.23 correct responses). Twenty-six of the participants had the 
speaker component of Naming in repertoire in English (M=17.13). None of the 
participants had the speaker component of Naming in repertoire in Swedish (M=3.70). 
 The criterion level for each component of the Naming repertoire was 80% or 16 
or more correct responses. Clinically, there was a significant difference in the number of 




Descriptive Statistics for Listener and Speaker Responses for Swedish and English 
Language and 
Response Type 
Mean Standard Deviation N 
    
English Listener 19.67 .844 30 
English Speaker 17.13 4.2 30 
Swedish Listener 18.23 2.78 30 









Figure 6. The mean of the total listener and speaker responses to the untaught stimuli for 
Swedish and English among monolingual adults. 
 
It is important to examine listener and speaker responses separately as they are 
separate repertoires before full Naming is acquired. I tested the effects of the study in two 
separate models. The first model was a 2 (between) X 2 (within subjects) ANOVA with 
language presented first as the between subjects factor and listener responses in English 






































Figure 7. The mean number of correct listener responses in English and Swedish when 
English was presented first and when Swedish was presented first. 
 
Table 15 











     
English Listener English 19.53 1.12 15 
 Swedish 19.80 .41 15 
 Total 19.67 .84 30 
Swedish Listener English 19.13 2.06 15 
 Swedish 17.33 3.15 15 




There was no significant difference in listener responses between subjects effect 
in regards to which language was presented first, (p=.168). There was a statistically 
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p=.006. Examination of the interaction between first language presented and listener 
responses also indicate that there was a statistically significant interaction F (1, 28) = 
4.69, p=.039. However, tests of simple main effects revealed that there were no 
significant differences within the English listener responses between English first or 
Swedish first conditions, (p=.396), nor within the Swedish listener responses between 
English first or Swedish first conditions (p=.075).  See Table 16.  
Table 16 
ANOVA Table for Listener Responses 
Source Type III SS Df MS F Sig. 
      
Listener 
First Language  Presented 
30.82 1 30.82 9.02 .006 
Listener * First Language 
Presented 
16.02 1 16.02 4.69 .039 
Error (Listener) 95.67 28 3.42   
 
The second model was a 2 (between) X 2 (within subjects) ANOVA with 
language presented first as the between subjects factor and speaker responses in English 
and Swedish as the within subjects factor. There was no significant difference in speaker 
responses between subjects in regards to which language was presented first, (p=.523). 
With respect to the within-subjects effect, there was a statistically significant difference 
between English vs. Swedish speaker responses F (1, 28) = 323.52, p< .001. See Figure 8 
and Table 17 for descriptive analyses.  
	  





Figure 8. The mean number of correct speaker responses in English and Swedish when 
English was presented first and when Swedish was presented first. 
 
Table 17 











     
English Speaker English 16.07 5.37 15 
 Swedish 18.20 2.31 15 
 Total 17.13 4.20 30 
Swedish Speaker English 5.47 3.78 15 
 Swedish 1.93 1.87 15 
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Examination of the interaction between first language presented and speaker 
responses also indicate that there was a statistically significant interaction F (1, 28) = 
14.39, p=.001. Tests of simple main effects revealed that there were no significant 
differences within the English speaker responses between English first or Swedish first 
conditions, (p=.168), but within the Swedish speaker condition, participants had more 
speaker responses in the English first condition than in the Swedish first condition 
(p=.003).  See Table 18.  
Table 18 
ANOVA Table for Speaker Responses 
Source Type III SS Df MS F Sig. 
      
Speaker 
First Language Presented 
2706.82 1 2706.82 323.52 .000 
Speaker * First Language 
Presented 
120.42 1 120.42 14.39 .001 





 The purpose of this study was to determine if monolingual English-speaking 
adults had balanced Naming repertoires in English and Swedish like the bilingual 
Swedish and English-speaking participants in the first experiment. Results showed that as 
a group, the Naming repertoires were balanced for the listener responses in both 
languages (English listener M=19.67 and Swedish M=18.23). Speaker responses in 
English and Swedish were not balanced (English speaker M=17.13 M=3.70). Although 
participants responded much better as a speaker in English than they did in Swedish, 
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overall, participants were able to respond better as a listener than as a speaker in both 
languages. However, the difference in listener and speaker responding in English was not 
clinically significant as both means indicate that participants had on average the listener 
and speaker component of Naming (Criterion for Naming was 16 of 20 correct 
responses).  
 There was a wide range of correct responding for the Speaker component of 
Naming. The majority of participants (21 participants) emitted less than 4 correct 
responses and five participants emitted 5 to 8 correct responses. Four participants emitted 
8 to 12 correct responses, indicating that they were able to name two or three of the 
stimuli as a whole. The participant who emitted the most correct responses was a 27-
year-old male who had taken German in high school and college. He was able to emit the 
speaker responses for the following stimuli in Swedish: mapa, fenip, and jarden. This was 
an interesting finding as he was the only one that had taken language courses for a 















 I tested for the presence of the Naming capability in Swedish and English across 
three different groups of participants: Bilingual Swedish and English children, 
monolingual English-speaking children, and monolingual English-speaking adults. I 
wanted to determine if the Naming capability was language specific or if the Naming 
capability was balanced across languages. Results of the three experiments showed that 
1) the listener and speaker components of Naming were balanced for Swedish and 
English for bilingual Swedish and English children, 2) the listener component of Naming 
was balanced for English and Swedish for monolingual English-speaking children, but 
the speaker component of Naming was not balanced for English and Swedish, and 3) the 
listener component of Naming was balanced for English and Swedish for monolingual 
English-speaking adults, but the speaker component of Naming was not balanced for 
monolingual English-speaking adults. A balanced listener component of Naming 
repertoire across Swedish and English meant that if the participant had the listener 
component of Naming in English, he or she had it in Swedish. A balanced speaker 
component of Naming repertoire across Swedish and English meant that if the participant 
had the speaker component of Naming in English, he or she had it in Swedish as well.  
 The monolingual participants who had the speaker component of Naming for 
English in repertoire, did not have the speaker component of Naming for Swedish in 
repertoire. There was a much larger gap in the mean percentages of correct speaker 
responses in each language for adults (18% in Swedish and 86% in English) than for 
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children (33% in Swedish and 57% in English). Although speaker repertoires were not 
balanced for the monolingual children, results suggest that monolingual children are able 
to produce speaker responses better than monolingual adults and that the difference 
between their ability to produce speaker responses in English and in Swedish is less. This 
could suggest that children are able to learn a foreign language easier than adults as they 
are still developing their overall speaker repertoires and have less “language baggage” to 
attend to, which makes learning a new language less complicated (Leather & James, 
1991).  
 It is not completely surprising that the monolingual participants had the listener 
component of Naming in repertoire for Swedish because according to Crystal (2006), 
individuals develop auditory discrimination and listener behavior before they are able to 
say words. Although participants had no experience with the Swedish language, the 
phonemes were different enough that auditory discrimination was possible. Across all 
participants, 40 of the participants had the listener component of Naming in repertoire for 
English and 30 of the participants had the speaker component of Naming in repertoire for 
English. This supports the findings of Woolslayer (2013) that the listener repertoire 
emerges prior to the speaker repertoire and that individuals can respond to more stimuli 
as a listener than as a speaker. Of the 35 monolingual participants, 31 had the listener 
component of Naming in Swedish and 0 had the speaker component of Naming in 
Swedish, suggesting that foreign language acquisition follows the same pattern as first 
language acquisition with the listener behavior emerging first.  
Educational Implications 
 Current research findings have significant educational implications for a variety  
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of language learners. It is important to look at each of these learners separately as they 
have very different language experiences and backgrounds.  
 Bilingual first language learners (simultaneously bilingual children). Results 
in Experiment I showed that bilingual first language learners have balanced Naming 
repertoires across both of their languages, suggesting that they are able to learn both 
languages with the same sort of Naming experience in both languages. This does not 
mean that the children were equally proficient in both languages, it simply means that 
when children were provided with the Naming experience in both languages, they were 
able to learn language incidentally in both languages. Results of this study measured the 
participants’ ability to learn both languages incidentally and did not measure proficiency 
level in each language. Exposure is still key for the bilingual participants’ continued 
acquisition in both languages and Naming experiences must continue to be provided for 
the participants to ensure they will continue to increase their vocabularies in both 
languages. 
Children who are second language learners. The results of Experiment II show 
that monolingual children have the listener component of Naming for both languages 
before they have the speaker component of Naming for both languages. This is important 
for educators to keep in mind when they have second language learners in their classroom 
because these learners will “understand” (or respond as a listener) in their second 
language before they are able to speak and be understood. Their speaker repertoire is 
more developed in their mother tongue, however results suggest that children under the 
age of 5 do not have as large of a gap in their speaker repertoires for their first and second 
language as adults do. This suggests that younger second language learners would not 
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have as much “linguistic baggage” and possibly could learn a second language easier 
than adults.  
 Adults who are second language learners. The results of Experiment II showed 
that monolingual adults were able to discriminate words in a foreign language by 
selecting out the correct response when hearing the name of the stimulus and were able to 
do this nearly as well as they were able to do it in English. Adults had the speaker 
component of Naming in repertoire in English, but not in Swedish, suggesting that 
speaker responses were much more difficult for monolingual adults to emit. This is 
understandable, as many second language learners might not be able to speak the second 
language, but they are able to understand. This is important to remember when working 
with second language learner parents in schools. At times educators might not think that a 
translator is needed because the parent “understands everything.” However, it is 
important to remember that a second language learner’s speaker repertoire is likely not as 
developed as their listener repertoire, so the parents would probably still need a translator 
to translate their own speaker responses. 
 Foreign language instruction. Results of Experiments II and III showed that 
there was a larger gap of correct speaker responses in English and Swedish for adults 
than there were for children. This suggests that foreign language acquisition could be 
easier for young children than for older adolescents. These findings are concurrent with 
studies discussing the “critical period” for second language acquisition being before 12 
years of age (Flege, 1988; Grosjean, 2010; Lenneberg, 1967). Currently in the United 
most foreign language instruction does not begin until middle school or high school 
(Chandler, 2014). Based on prior research and the results of Experiments II and III, 
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foreign language instruction should begin in elementary school, if not before, to best 
capture children’s abilities to learn a second language as both a listener and a speaker. 
Limitations 
 One of the limitations of these experiments was that echoics were not recorded 
during the Naming experience. An echoic is a verbal operant that has point-to-point 
correspondence to a verbal stimulus (i.e. someone hears the word “duck” and 
immediately following hearing the word, he or she says the word “duck”) (Greer & Ross, 
2008; Skinner, 1957).  Hawkins et al. (2009) and Longano (2008) found that children, 
who originally were not able to demonstrate Naming after the traditional MEI procedure, 
were able to demonstrate that they had Naming following an echoic procedure. Although 
participants in the above studies were not required to emit echoics, many of the children 
did. Anecdotally, the child participants were observed to emit more overt echoics than the 
adult participants. Longano (2008) found that the conditioned reinforcement for echoics 
is one of the sources for the induction of Naming. If echoics were measured, it might 
have been another layer of analysis for the difference in speaker responses in Swedish 
between the monolingual children and adults.  
 A second limitation for Experiments II and III was that there was not a pre-
instructional probe completed to ensure that participants were able to pronounce each of 
the Swedish phonemes. Although the names of the stimuli were contrived to include 
sounds that were familiar in both English and Swedish, a pre-instructional probe should 
have been done to ensure that the monolingual participants were able to say the Swedish 
phonemes.  
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 The final limitation was for Experiment III. Vocal responses to the speaker 
stimuli for Swedish should have been recorded. Anecdotally, there was a wide range of 
speaker responses for stimuli. Some participants had fairly close approximations for the 
stimuli and said the same name approximation for each of the stimuli, and others emitted 
approximations that barely resembled the Swedish name. Some participants said the same 
name for multiple stimuli and some mixed them up completely. Some participants named 
stimuli by saying “the one that starts with an f,” or “that’s the ‘sh’ one.” Other 
participants stated that they did not know the name of the stimuli at all.  
Future Research 
 There are many directions that future research could take in regards to these 
experiments. First, it would be important to further investigate the limitations of these 
studies. Future studies should measure the number of echoics that are emitted during the 
Naming experience as the conditioned reinforcement for echoics has been found to be a 
source for the induction of Naming (Longano & Greer, 2013). It would also be important 
for the experimenter to measure the participants’ ability to emit different phonemes in the 
foreign language to ensure that the participant would be able to say the name of the 
stimulus. And for the final limitation, future research should record the vocal responses in 
the foreign language and analyze the error patterns.  
 Future research should also focus on testing for the Naming capability in non-
Germanic languages for the monolingual English speaker. Both English and Swedish are 
Germanic languages, so it would be interesting to investigate if the high rate of 
responding as a listener to Swedish stimuli was a result of the similarities of the 
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languages, or if monolingual English speakers are able to discriminate words in any 
language. 
 It would also be interesting to examine different age groups of children to 
determine when the decrease of speaker responses occurs for a foreign language. There 
are various theories of when children must begin learning a new language in order to 
speak the language without an accent (Flege, 1988; Grosjean, 2010; Lenneberg, 1967). 
Lenneberg (1967) believed that children had to learn a new language prior to the age of 
12, while Flege (1988) found that Chinese second language learners for English spoke 
English with an accent when they acquired English after the age of 7. It has also been 
found that some teenagers are able to learn a second language without an accent 
(Grosjean, 2010). Is it the pure ability as a speaker that affects accent or could it be the 
amount and quality of the exposure to the language (Thoradardottir et al., 2010).  
 The Naming capability has been induced for children from low SES backgrounds, 
children with native intellectual disabilities, children with behavioral disabilities and 
typically developing children (Feliciano, 2006; Fiorile, 2005; Fiorile & Greer, 2007; Gilic 
& Greer, 2011; Greer & Du, 2014; Greer, Nirgudkar & Park, 2003; Greer, Stolfi, Chavez-
Brown & Rivera-Valdez, 2005; Greer, Stolfi & Pistoljevic, 2007; Helou-Care, 2008; 
Longano, 2008; Woolslayer, 2013; Shanman, 2013). Further research should look at 
inducing Naming for bilingual children. Instructional procedures should be used in  one 
language and then determine if the Naming capability was also induced in the other 
language. 
 Future research should also focus on inducing Naming in a foreign language when 
Naming is already present in the first language. It would be interesting to determine 
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which interventions would be necessary to induce Naming in a foreign language. Current 
educational procedures that have been shown to induce Naming in English should be 
examined to determine if they would be effective in inducing Naming in a second 
language.  
 Finally, more research in verbal behavior and the verbal developmental theory 
should be focused on the bilingual child and second language learners. Many of the 
educational protocols that have been successful in inducing different behavioral cusps 
and capabilities in English could be successful in helping children and adults learn a 
second language. Exposure to a foreign language and the need to communicate 
(Grosjean, 2010) are the two biggest factors that have been found to be important in 
second language acquisition. The intensive tact protocol and MEI greatly increase the 
exposure to language. Ross, Nuzzolo, Stolfi, and Natarelli (2006) found that the speaker 
immersion protocol greatly increased the number of mands, tacts, and autoclitics emitted 
by children with limited mand and tact repertoires. Speaker immersion training consisted 
of establishing operations being created in order to establish the “need” to speak. This 
could possibly be a successful procedure in teaching foreign languages. 
Conclusion 
 The popularity of raising children bilingually has increased in recent years 
(Chandler, 2014). Many families do not have the opportunity to raise their children as 
bilingual first language learners, but they are able to seek out second language 
experiences for their children. The results of these studies show that the simultaneously 
bilingual Swedish and English-speaking children had similar abilities to learn Swedish 
and English incidentally. Results of Experiment II and III showed that monolingual 
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children were able to learn speaker responses in Swedish with more accuracy than adults 
and the gap in their speaker repertoires in Swedish and English were much smaller than 
for adults. These results suggest that children might be able to learn a second language 
quicker and with more accuracy than older learners and confirm similar findings (Harley, 
1986; Patowski, 1990). Studies have also shown that the benefits of bilingualism stretch 
beyond simply being able to communicate in another language. Researchers have found 
that there are personal, social, academic, and cognitive benefits for learning a second 
language (Marcos, 1998). Bilinguals can communicate with more people and become a 
part of a different culture. Bilingual children have been shown to be more creative and 
more flexible as they learn that, just like there is not one word for each object, there is not 
one way to complete each task or one way to view a situation (Hakuta & Diaz, 1985). 
Although the experiments in this study did not address the benefits of being raised 
bilingual, they can explain further motivation for families to raise their children as 
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